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Abstract. Snow on the ground is a complex multiphase pho-

tochemical reactor that dramatically modifies the chemical

composition of the overlying atmosphere. A quantitative de-

scription of the emissions of reactive gases by snow requires

knowledge of snow physical properties. This overview de-

tails our current understanding of how those physical proper-

ties relevant to snow photochemistry vary during snow meta-

morphism. Properties discussed are density, specific surface

area, thermal conductivity, permeability, gas diffusivity and

optical properties. Inasmuch as possible, equations to pa-

rameterize these properties as functions of climatic variables

are proposed, based on field measurements, laboratory ex-

periments and theory. The potential of remote sensing meth-

ods to obtain information on some snow physical variables

such as grain size, liquid water content and snow depth are

discussed. The possibilities for and difficulties of build-

ing a snow photochemistry model by adapting current snow

physics models are explored. Elaborate snow physics models

already exist, and including variables of particular interest to

snow photochemistry such as light fluxes and specific surface

area appears possible. On the other hand, understanding the

nature and location of reactive molecules in snow seems to

be the greatest difficulty modelers will have to face for lack

of experimental data, and progress on this aspect will require

the detailed study of natural snow samples.

Correspondence to: F. Domine

(florent@lgge.obs.ujf-grenoble.fr)

1 Introduction

1.1 Context and general objectives

During the boreal winter, snow coverage includes most land

masses north of 50◦ N, a significant fraction of land masses

between 40 and 50◦ N, the whole Arctic ocean and Antarc-

tica (e.g. Pielke et al., 2004), representing about 14% of the

Earth’s surface. Snow on the ground is a porous medium

with a high surface area, it is fairly permeable and transmits

light, and snow can for these reasons be suspected of being an

efficient multi-phase photochemical reactor whose products,

after release to the atmosphere, could dramatically affect at-

mospheric composition. Physical properties of the snow that

will determine its efficiency as a photochemical reactor in-

clude its surface area, its ability to transmit light and its per-

meability to facilitate the release of reaction products. It is

interesting to compare the physical properties of the snow

cover to those of other surface covers, such as soils and veg-

etation, in particular forest. The Snow Area Index (SAI), de-

fined by Taillandier et al. (2006) as the vertically integrated

surface area of snow crystals (in m2 of snow surface area

per m2 of land surface area), is about 1000 for the subarctic

snowpack in Alaska (Taillandier et al. 2006, and 2000 for the

Arctic snowpack (Domine et al., 2002). In contrast, the Leaf

Area Index (LAI) is usually below 10 (e.g. Bremond et al.,

2005) and the soil area index is around 80 000 (Petersen et

al., 1996), using a depth of interaction with the atmosphere

of 5 mm. However, soils have a permeability to air that is
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172 F. Domine et al.: Snow physics as relevant to snow photochemistry

Fig. 1. Schematic illustrating the physical variables that determine

the snow-to-atmosphere flux of NO2 due to the photolysis of ad-

sorbed NO−
3

. These variables include light e-folding depth, snow

specific surface area, density, permeability and diffusivity (see text).

Figure in part taken from Domine and Shepson (2002).

very low, of the order of 10−12 m2 (Iversen et al, 2003) while

snow permeabilities are around 10−9 m2 (Albert and Schultz,

2002) while forest permeability is clearly much higher. Light

penetration can be quantified by the e-folding depth (the dis-

tance over which the actinic flux is divided by e). Forest

have e-folding depth values of at least several meters, even

in dense tropical forests (Koop and Sterck, 1994), snowpacks

have values around 20 cm (Simpson et al., 2002a) while soils

have values below 1 mm.

It therefore appears likely that the multi-phase photochem-

ical activity of soils will be severely limited by their e-

folding depth, while that of forests will be limited by the low

LAI values, except perhaps when snow is present on trees

(Pomeroy et al., 1999). Snowpacks have intermediate per-

meability, SAI and e-folding depth values and therefore ap-

pear good candidates to be efficient multi-phase photochem-

ical reactors. This suggestion is consistent with observations

that atmospheric chemistry over snow surfaces is strongly af-

fected by contributions from snow emissions, as discussed

by Domine and Shepson (2002) and detailed in the recent

review of Grannas et al. (2007) in this special issue. For ex-

ample, the presence of a snow cover can result in a 10-fold

increase in OH concentrations (Mauldin et al., 2001; Domine

and Shepson, 2002). Snow is also the source of reactive gases

such as NOx (Jones et al., 2001; Honrath et al., 2002; Beine

et al., 2002), HONO (Zhou et al., 2001; Beine et al., 2006),

H2O2 (Hutterli et al., 1999; Jacobi et al., 2002), HCHO and

other carbonyl compounds (Sumner and Shepson, 1999; Hut-

terli et al., 1999, 2002; Grannas et al., 2002; Jacobi et al.,

2002), hydrocarbons and chloro-hydrocarbons (Swanson et

al., 2002), organic acids (Dibb and Arsenault, 2002), and

halogens (Spicer el al., 2002). Moreover, the complete de-

struction of ozone (Bottenheim et al., 1990) and the depo-

sition of elemental mercury by the action of halogens (Stef-

fen et al., 2002) in the lower polar troposphere have been

traced back to processes that originate at least in part in the

snow (Simpson et al., 20081), so that snow plays an impor-

tant role in the composition of the planetary boundary layer

over snow-covered areas.

However, elucidating the processes responsible for the

quantitative understanding of these emissions remains a chal-

lenge. For example, HONO is thought to be formed from the

photolysis of the NO−
3 ions contained in snow, but HONO

emissions have been observed above some snow-covered ar-

eas (Zhou et al., 2001), and not detected over others where

conditions for emissions were thought to have been met

(Beine et al., 2006). Part of the problem is that snow is a com-

plex multiphase system whose chemistry cannot be treated

as in a homogeneous gas phase. Two reactants that are found

to be present in snow by analytical techniques such as ion

or liquid chromatography may be in two distinct phases and

are thus not in contact. Another difficulty concerns the wide

variation in physical properties such as grain size and air per-

meability that is found in deposited snow. If some stages of

a reaction scheme requires solid phase diffusion of a species

to the ice crystal surfaces, as suggested in the production of

NOx from NO−
3 photolysis (Beine et al., 2003 and 2006),

areas with large-grained snow on the ground will be less pro-

ductive than those with small-grains. Reactive gases pro-

duced in snow need to diffuse or be advected out of the snow.

In areas with less permeable snow, the residence time may be

sufficiently large to allow those gases to react with other reac-

tants contained in snow, resulting in no observed emissions,

even though production did take place.

These examples illustrate that emissions of reactive gases

from snow on the ground depend on its chemical composi-

tion, on the distribution of chemical species between the dif-

ferent phases that form the snow, on the mobility of reactants,

and on the physical properties of the snow. Figure 1 uses a

very simplified scheme of NO2 production from NO−
3 pho-

tolysis to illustrate the necessity to include snow physics in

the description of its chemical emissions. One of the pro-

posed channels for NO−
3 photolysis in snow is (Honrath et

al., 1999; Jacobi and Hilker, 2007):

NO−
3 + hν→NO2 + O− (1)

1Simpson, W. R., Phillips, G. J., Taillandier, A.-S., and Domine,

F.: Testing the relationship between snow optical properties and

specific surface area, in preparation, 2008.
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The rate of NO2 production in snow interstitial air per unit

volume VNO2,snow is then proportional to the light actinic

flux (i.e. the spherically-integrated light intensity) 8light and

to the concentration of NO−
3 adsorbed onto the surface of

snow crystals [NO−
3 ]ads, expressed in moles per cm3 of snow.

8light is proportional to the light flux incident upon the snow

surface 8incident and will depend on light attenuation by

snow. When the light flux is isotropic, and this happens a

few cm below the surface (e.g. Simpson et al., 2002a), 8light

decreases with depth z as exp(-z/ε) where ε is the snow e-

folding depth. If we make the simplification that adsorbed

NO−
3 comes from the adsorption of gas phase HNO3, then

[NO−
3 ]ads is proportional to the specific surface area of snow

(SSA, in cm2 g−1), to the snow density (ρn g cm−3) and to

the partial pressure of HNO3, PHNO3. We then have:

VNO2,snow∝PHNO3×8incident×SSA × ρ × e−z/ε (2)

A subject of great importance to atmospheric chemistry is

the snow-to-atmosphere flux of NO2, FNO2,atm. To a first

approximation, this will be proportional to VNO2,snow, and

will depend on the way NO2 produced in the snow will be

transported out of the snow. A priori, this will depend on the

diffusivity of the snow, Dsnow, if diffusive transport predomi-

nates, and on the snow permeability Kp if advective transport

is more important. Overall, we have:

FNO2,atm∝PHNO3×8incident (3)

×SSA×ρ×e−z/ε×f (Kp, Dsnow)

Equation (3) shows that the oversimplified description of

snow-to-atmosphere NO2 fluxes from NO−
3 photolysis re-

quires the knowledge of five physical properties of snow :

specific surface area, density, e-folding depth, permeability

and diffusivity. A more complete treatment would also men-

tion that the absorption cross section and quantum yield of

reaction (1) may be temperature-dependent, so that the snow

temperature also comes into play. This variable is determined

by the surface energy balance and albedo, the density, the

permeability, and the thermal conductivity of snow. The pur-

pose of this paper is to present an overview of current knowl-

edge on the physical properties of deposited snow, in order to

assist modelers in their inclusion of snow physics in coupled

air-snow chemical models.

Below we define the snow properties more precisely, we

give a brief description of the dynamic character of snow,

and we briefly list the physical properties relevant to this

overview. The main section of the paper then details our

knowledge of the selected physical properties, as studied in

the field. Field studied are irreplaceable, but their drawback

is that such measurements may lack spatial representativity.

Upscaling field data can in principle be done by remote sens-

ing methods and we therefore show in a subsequent section

how remote sensing may complement field studies in the de-

termination of snow physical properties. The final section

discusses current snow physical models, and how these may

be used and modified to contribute to a coupled air-snow

chemical model.

1.2 Brief definition and description of surface snow layers

In the common vocabulary, the snow on the ground is usu-

ally called “snow”, a term that also applies to snow crystals

in the atmosphere. This paper discusses seasonal snow on

the ground where the terms “snowpack” and “snow cover”

are commonly used, but also refers to snow on the surface of

ice sheets and glaciers, where such terms are less meaning-

ful, because of the slow and continuous transition to ice. We

therefore refer to snow that has been deposited on the earth

surface simply as “snow”. Our discussions do not specifi-

cally address snow falling through the atmosphere.

Because we are interested in snow-atmosphere interac-

tions, our main focus will be surface layers, which most read-

ily interact with the atmosphere. Defining the snow depth

of interest is necessarily arbitrary. The photic zone is the

depth down to which light penetrates, and this is often de-

scribed as the e-folding depth of total shortwave energy ex-

tinction, which is of the order of 10 to 20 cm (Simpson et

al., 2002a; Perovich, 2007). Snowpack ventilation by wind

may under certain topographic conditions take place down to

50 to 100 cm (Albert and Schultz, 2002; Albert et al., 2002);

although it is mostly restricted to the depth of surface rough-

ness (Clifton et al., 2007). Therefore, our interest will in gen-

eral be focused on the top 50 cm of the snow, hereafter called

“surface snow”. When only the most superficial layers will

be of interest, we will refer to “the photic zone”.

Deposited snow most often originates from the discontin-

uous precipitation of snow on the surface, resulting in a lay-

ered structure (Colbeck, 1991). Other processes contribute

to the development of layering in snow, such as rain that sub-

sequently freezes inside the snow, and the condensation of

atmospheric water vapor on the snow surface, that forms ice

crystals known as surface hoar (Colbeck et al, 1990; Cabanes

et al., 2002). Dry snow is therefore a layered medium that is

composed mostly of ice crystals and air. A property com-

monly used to describe the proportion of these two phases is

the snow density, which varies between 0.01 g cm−3 or even

lower for fresh dendritic snow to 0.61 g cm−3 for hard wind-

packed snow (e.g. Gray and Male, 1981; Sturm and Ben-

son, 1997; Judson and Doesken, 2000; Domine et al., 2002

and unpublished results). The most common density values

for snow are between 0.2 and 0.4 g cm−3 so that on a vol-

ume basis, snow is mostly formed of air. Snow also con-

tains aerosol particles that have been either scavenged from

the atmosphere by snow crystals during precipitation (Franz

and Eisenreich, 1998; Lei and Wania, 2004), or deposited

into snow on the ground by the circulation of air driven by

surface wind (Cunningham and Waddington, 1993; Harder

et al, 2000; Domine et al., 2004). Depending on the en-

vironment, the total concentration of particulate species in

snow can show large variations, from less than 0.1 ppmw in
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central Antarctica (Proposito et al., 2002) to 100 ppmw for

coastal snow subjected to sea spray (Beine et al., 2006) to

values as high as 0.037% by weight when dust storms de-

posit huge amounts of mineral dust aerosol into the snow

(Painter et al., 2007). Ice crystals within the snow also con-

tain dissolved gases such as H2O2, HCHO, HCl and HNO3

(Domine et al., 1995; Legrand et al., 1996; Hutterli et al.,

2002 and 2004) that are incorporated within their crystalline

lattice. Dry snow is thus a complex porous multiphase sys-

tem formed of air, ice with dissolved gases, and any of the

types of aerosols present in the lower troposphere. Snow on

the ground is in contact with the atmosphere through the net-

work of open pores. Even ice layers that are seen as thick

and continuous to the naked eye have some degree of perme-

ability (Albert et al., 2000).

On glaciers and ice sheets, where snow accumulates over

many years, the open network of pore space continues down

for many tens of meters as the snow evolves into firn (a

term for snow older than one year) and finally becomes com-

pressed into solid ice with only bubbles of air remaining. The

depth at which there ceases to be connected pathways of in-

terstitial air is called the depth of pore close-off, which is typ-

ically found in the range 60 to 105 m depth depending on the

local climate (Barnola et al., 1991). In polar regions with low

accumulation there are large areas (such as East Antarctica)

where the top 50 cm is firn that can be 10 years old, possi-

bly more (Albert et al., 2004). Since here we are concerned

primarily with the top half-meter, we refer to this medium as

“snow”, whether it is seasonal snow or is in fact firn.

Snow at 0◦C contains another phase: liquid water. At low

liquid water content, water forms isolated patches in con-

cave areas such as grain boundaries. Above about 10% wa-

ter, continuous water paths appear and at yet higher liquid

water contents, no more ice surfaces are in contact with in-

terstitial air (Colbeck, 1982; Raymond and Tusima, 1979) so

that the photochemistry of very wet snow can be expected to

be very different from that of dry snow. Although we will

mention several aspects of wet snow, this overview focuses

on dry snowpacks.

1.3 The dynamic character of snow: snow metamorphism

The transformation of snow to firn to ice illustrates the fact

that snow is a dynamic medium whose physical properties

need to be described as a function of time. The crystal struc-

ture of near-surface snow evolves over time in response to

changing weather. The processes responsible for physical

evolution of snow are called “snow metamorphism”. When

metamorphism takes place at 0◦C, liquid water appears and

the term “wet snow metamorphism” is used, while at temper-

atures below freezing, the term “dry snow metamorphism”

applies (Colbeck, 1982).

In dry snow, a vertical temperature gradient almost always

exists due to temperature changes at the surface. In temperate

areas without permafrost, the base of the snowpack is often

near 0◦C, while its surface can be much colder, resulting in

typical values of the temperature gradient of 10 to 30◦C m−1.

These temperature gradients produce gradients in water va-

por in the snowpack interstitial air. For example, a 1 m thick

seasonal snowpack with a basal temperature of 0◦C and a

surface temperature of −15◦C will have a water vapor pres-

sure gradient of 444 Pa m−1 that will generate upward water

vapor fluxes, maintained by a net sublimation of lower layers

and a net condensation in upper layers (Colbeck, 1983), with

a possible loss of water vapor to the atmosphere. Overall, it

is observed that snow crystals grow during metamorphism,

resulting in a decrease in their specific surface area and in

the modification of other snow physical properties. These

variations are complex and are also affected by other factors,

such as wind that transports and compacts snow crystals and

atmospheric relative humidity that affects the snow mass bal-

ance.

Dry snow metamorphism is often devided into two types,

depending on the value of the temperature gradient (Som-

merfeld and LaChapelle, 1970). When the temperature gra-

dient is low, differences in curvature between adjacent snow

grains have a role in vapor transport, and the term “equi-

temperature” (ET) metamorphism is used. When most of

the water vapor transport is caused by the temperature gra-

dient in the snowpack, the term “temperature-gradient” (TG)

metamorphism is used. Sommerfeld and LaChapelle do not

specify at what value of the temperature gradient is the limit

between both metamorphic regimes, but we shall see below

when we discuss changes in specific surface area that this

limit is probably somewhere in the range 9 to 20◦C m−1.

When snow contains more than approximately 0.1% of

water by volume, wet snow metamorphism occurs. Melting

of the convex surfaces occurs first, with moisture movement

to the concave (or less convex) surfaces, where it may re-

freeze. This process, towards an equilibrium rounded form,

tends to minimize the specific surface area. When there

is high liquid water content, the liquid can move easily,

metamorphism proceeds rapidly, and intergranular bonds are

weak. Under conditions of very low liquid water content,

the liquid water is in disconnected menisces between crys-

tals and may be immobile, slowing the metamorphism. If

the bulk temperature of the snow cools and the water begins

to freeze, the liquid water becomes part of the adjacent ice

grains, causing rapid grain growth during melt-freeze cycling

(Colbeck, 1982; Brun, 1989). Cold refrozen snow typically

has strong intergranular bonds.

1.4 Snow physical properties relevant to photochemistry

and to exchanges with the atmosphere

Many physical properties are needed to fully describe snow

physics, such as mechanical resistance, which is required in

avalanche research but is of little interest to this overview.

The properties important for atmospheric chemistry dis-

cussed here are the following:

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 171–208, 2008 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/171/2008/
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– The density is the mass of ice/water per unit volume of

snow. The associated property, snow porosity φ, is the

fraction of the snow occupied by air. With ρi the density

of ice (0.917 g cm−3 at 0◦C), porosity is given by:

φ = 1 −
ρ

ρi

(4)

– The specific surface area (SSA) is the surface area of

snow crystals accessible to gases per unit mass. It is

often expressed in cm2 g−1 and is in fact a measure of

the area of the snow-air interface.

– The effective thermal conductivity of snow keff is the

proportionality factor between the temperature gradient

dT/dz and the heat flux q :

q = −keff
dT

dz
(5)

– The air permeability of snow Kp is the proportionality

factor between the pressure gradient dP/dz and the in-

terstitial air flow velocity vair :

vair = −
KP

η

dP

dz
(6)

where η is the air viscosity. Equation (6) is known as Darcy’s

law and under this formulation Kp is called the “intrinsic per-

meability”, but will be simply referred to as “permeability”

hereafter.

– The gas diffusion coefficient in snow, Dgs , for non-

flow situations pertains to gas transport according to

Fick’s law of diffusion in a system composed of one gas

species in air. The gas diffusivity is the proportionality

factor between the gradient in gas concentration in the

interstitial air of the snow and the gas flux Fgas :

Fgas = −Dgs

dC

dz
(7)

Dgs is related to the diffusion coefficient of the gas in air,

Dg , by (Mason and Malinauskas, 1983; Fabre et al., 2000):

Dgs =
Dgφ

τ
(8)

where τ is the tortuosity of the medium, i.e. the ratio of the

path length in a porous medium over the direct path length,

so that τ>1 and Dgs>Dg .

– The diffusion of gases in the snowpack can be compli-

cated and considerably slowed down by the adsorption

of gases onto snow crystal surfaces. This process will be

referred to as “adsorptive diffusion” and will be briefly

discussed below.

– Light intensity in snow is relevant to the calculation of

photochemical reactions. It dependson snow albedo and

on the ability of snow to transmit visible and UV light,

this latter property being often described by its e-folding

depth ε, defined above. We stress that here ε is an ac-

tual snow depth, not an equivalent water height. The

variable εdepends on snow scattering properties, which

is affected by grain size and shape, and on snow absorp-

tion, which is determined mostly by the snow content in

absorbing impurities such as carbonaceous and mineral

aerosols.

2 Physical properties of snow, as determined from field

studies

2.1 Preamble: variety of snow crystal shapes and of snow-

packs

Snow crystals show a wide variety of sizes and shapes,

caused by their conditions of formation in the atmosphere

or by their metamorphic history (e.g. Colbeck et al., 1990;

Wergin et al., 1996; Legagneux et al., 2002; Domine et al.,

2003; Libbrecht, 2005) and we present here a brief overview

of crystal characteristics relevant to this paper. The reader is

referred to Colbeck et al. (1990) for a detailed classification.

The definition of the size of a snow crystal has been am-

biguous (Colbeck et al., 1990; Aoki et al., 2000), espe-

cially in the case of precipitating crystals. For example, six-

branched dendritic crystals have a largest dimension of a few

mm, but a thickness of only a few tens of microns. The prob-

lem is less complex for metamorphic crystals whose shapes

are simpler. The size is often taken as either the longest di-

mension (adopted here), or an average characteristic dimen-

sion, and the definition varies from publication to publica-

tion. Since SSA is now routinely measured with a fairly good

accuracy (Legagneux et al., 2002; Domine et al., 2007a) it is

also possible to define the average size of crystals in a snow

sample, deff, by the diameter of ice spheres of the same SSA

so that deff=6/ρiSSA.

The most frequent crystals types observed on the ground

are described below, with some illustrated in Fig. 2.

– Fresh snow crystals have varied shapes depending

mostly on the temperature and supersaturation in the

cloud where they formed (Nakaya, 1954). Com-

mon shapes include plates, dendritic crystals, graupel,

columns and needles, as abundantly illustrated by Wer-

gin et al. (1995 and 1996) and Domine et al. (2003).

– Decomposing crystals are fresh crystals in early stages

of transformation, so that the initial shapes of the pre-

cipitating crystals are recognizable. Relevant pictures

are reported in the above three references.

– Faceted crystals (Fig. 2b) have flat faces with sharp an-

gles, and are usually 0.5 to 2 mm in size. They are

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/171/2008/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 171–208, 2008
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Fig. 2. Photomacrographs of metamorphic crystals frequently observed in snowpacks. (a) Depth hoar crystal; (b) faceted crystals; (c) dense

melt-freeze crust; (d) melt-freeze polycrystal in low density (0.11 g cm−3) melt-freeze layer; (e) medium-size rounded grains in a near-basal

layer subjected to near-isothermal metamorphism, of density 0.35 g cm−3; (f) crystals with mixed forms, showing facets and rounded shapes.

All scale bars are l mm.

Table 1. Typical ranges of values of selected physical variables for the most frequent snow crystal types in surface snow (top 50 cm). Data

from Sturm et al. (1997); Domine et al. (2002); Albert et al. (2002); Simpson et al. (2002a); Legagneux et al. (2002).

Physical Fresh Decomposing Rounded Rounded Faceted Depth Melt-

variable snow particles grains, ET grains, crystals hoar freeze

metamorphism windpack crusts

Density, g cm−3 0.01–0.2 0.06–0.25 0.15–0.35 0.3–0.6 0.13–0.3 0.15–0.28 0.15–0.4

Specific surface area,

cm2 g−1
350–1600 150–900 110–300 150–380 80–450 70–220 20–50

e-folding depth, cm 3–10 2–10 5–15 3–10 10–25 15–30 20–40

Permeability,

10−10 m2
30–80 10–90 10–80 5–30 50–200 100–600 1–20

Heat conductivity,

W m−1 K−1
0.03–0.12 0.06–0.2 0.08–0.3 0.2–0.6 0.08 0.03–0.15 0.1–0.6

produced in the early stages of depth hoar formation

(Sturm and Benson, 1997; Taillandier et al., 2006), or

under conditions of moderate temperature gradient (10

to 20◦C m−1, Domine et al., 2002 and 2003). They are

poorly interconnected and layers of such crystals are as

uncohesive as depth hoar layers.

– Depth hoar crystals in seasonal snow (Fig. 2a) usu-

ally result from the metamorphism of snow with low

to moderate density (<0.35 g m−3) under high temper-

ature gradient (>20◦C m−1, Marbouty, 1980) that gen-

erate strong water vapor fluxes and rapid growth, result-

ing in hollow faceted crystals with sharp angles. Their

sizes range from 2 to 20 mm. The connectivity between

crystals is usually very weak, producing very uncohe-

sive snow.

– Rounded grains (Fig. 2e) are produced by low temper-

ature gradient (<10◦C m−1) metamorphism of precipi-

tating snow, and layers of such crystals have densities

between 200 and 350 kg/m3 (Albert and Shultz, 2002;

Domine et al., 2003). Crystal size range from 0.1 mm

to almost 1 mm at the end of the season. Rounded

grains can also be produced by hard-packed wind-blown

snow crystals, in which case their density can reach 0.5

(Domine et al., 2002), or exceptionally 0.61 g cm−3, as

observed near the Antarctic coast, in areas subjected to

strong katabatic winds (Domine, unpublished results).

Crystals in hard windpacks seldom exceed 0.4 mm in
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size. The interconnectivity between rounded grains is

strong: these layers are cohesive and their cohesiveness

increases with density.

– Mixed forms refer to sets of crystals displaying both flat

faces and rounded shapes (Fig. 2f). Their size is often

in the range 0.3 to 1 mm. They can be formed under

low to moderate temperature gradients, or by the round-

ing of small faceted crystals following a decrease in the

temperature gradient.

– Melt-freeze crusts and layers are formed by the thermal

cycling of snow layers, usually with diurnal melting and

nocturnal freezing (Colbeck, 1982). Grains grow with

each cycle, and are often observed to have a size in the

range 0.5 to 2 mm (Raymond and Tusima, 1979). Thick

melt-freeze layers made up of large rounded grains

formed by repeated thermal cycling in the spring are

often referred to as corn snow. The melting of low den-

sity snow allows facile percolation. This can form melt-

freeze layers of low density, down to 0.1 g cm−3, and of

moderate cohesiveness when frozen (Fig. 2d). Melting

in denser layers results in dense melt-freeze crusts that

have a strong cohesiveness when frozen (Fig. 2c).

Table 1 reports typical values of physical properties of snow

layers formed by seven types of snow crystals. The snow

on the ground usually consists in layers of several of the

above snow crystal types, and the formation of each meta-

morphic type is governed by climatic variables that include

the amount of precipitation, air temperature, wind speed and

insolation. There is therefore a strong correlation between

climate and the structure of the snow, which has motivated

several classifications. Below is a brief summary of typi-

cal forms of seasonal snowpacks as described by Sturm et

al. (1995). We illustrate in Fig. 3 the snowpack types that

are the subject of most current photochemistry investigations.

The tundra snowpack (Fig. 3) is found in polar treeless areas

with low precipitation (<250 mm water equivalent per year)

that can be episodically swept by strong winds. It is typi-

cally 40 cm thick, and formed of a basal depth hoar layer 10

to 20 cm thick covered by a hard windpacked layer formed

of small rounded grains. Variations include several wind-

packs, sometimes separated by layers of faceted crystals or

by ice layers (Domine et al., 2002; Sturm and Benson, 2004).

The taiga snowpack (Fig. 3) forms mostly in wind-sheltered

subarctic regions with trees and low to moderate precipita-

tion and is about 50 cm thick. This snowpack, extensively

described by Sturm and Benson (1997) and Taillandier et

al. (2006), is subjected to strong temperature gradients and

is eventually almost fully transformed into depth hoar, ex-

cept perhaps top layers deposited in late winter or spring. In

the middle of winter, it is typically formed of a thick (20 cm)

basal depth hoar layer surmounted by a layer of faceted crys-

tals and episodically by a fresh snow layer.

Fig. 3. Simplified stratigraphies illustrating the main seasonal

snowpack types: the tundra snowpack near Barrow, Alaska, on

4 April 2004 (Domine, Taillandier and Simpson, unpublished re-

sults); the taiga snowpack near Fairbanks, Alaska, on 12 February

2004 (after Taillandier et al., 2006); the Alpine snowpack in the ab-

lation zone of the Argentières glacier, near Chamonix, French Alps,

on 31 January 2002 (Domine and Lauzier, unpublished results).

The Alpine snowpack (Fig. 3) forms in fairly cold ar-

eas with abundant precipitation. The snowpack thickness

prevents the establishment of the high temperature gradi-

ent necessary for depth hoar formation, except at the be-

ginning of the season. Frequent precipitation of thick lay-

ers result in many layers of fine-grained snow not compacted

by wind, separated by occasional windpacks and sometimes

melt-freeze crusts and ice layers.

The maritime snowpack forms in temperate areas with

abundant precipitation. The temperature gradients within

this snowpack are often low. However strong gradients early

in the season can induce kinetic crystal growth leading to

depth hoar in shallow snow, and steep near-surface gradi-

ents at night can impose kinetic growth in surface snow in

deep snowpacks. In maritime snow, melting events can be

frequent, resulting in ice layers with grains that grew dur-

ing melt-freeze cycles interspersed with layers of snow that

have not experienced melt (e.g. Albert and Shultz, 2002). Ice

layers are common, and so are vertical percolation channels

(e.g. Marsh and Woo, 1984; Albert et al., 1999).

The crystal structure of snow and firn on the polar ice

sheets is significantly different in form than that found in

temperate snowpacks described above. In the cold, high

altitude regions, snow typically falls as small plates or

prisms. Cold strong winds create thick layers of windpack,

which are composed of small solid rounded crystals. At

high-accumulation (greater than approximately 20 cm water

equivalent per year) polar sites, near-surface temperature gra-

dients and solar radiation during warmer summer conditions

create surface hoar at the snow-air interface or near-surface

depth hoar. If additional snowfall occurs before strong winds

develop, these persist as low-density buried layers that can

be used as markers of summer, even decades after deposi-

tion in regions where the snow does not melt (Alley et al.,
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Table 2. Typical values of selected physical variables encountered in the top 20 cm (photic zone) of three seasonal snowpacks in late winter.

Data from Sturm and Benson (1997); Sturm et al. (1997); Simpson et al. (2002a and unpublished results); Albert et al. (2002); Taillandier et

al. (2006); Domine et al. (unpublished results).

Physical Tundra Taiga Alpine

variable snowpack snowpack snowpack

Density, g cm−3 0.4 0.18 0.2

Specific surface area, cm2 g−1 240 190 380

e-folding depth, cm 5 15 8

Permeability, 10−10 m2 8 200 50

Heat conductivity, W m−1 K−1 0.4 0.05 0.2

1990). In addition to layering created by changing seasons,

the properties of snow and firn change over time due to post-

depositional metamorphism. This results in property changes

that combine influences of original form with influences of

grain growth, sintering, and pressure sintering over time. At

high accumulation cold sites, this results in grain size that

generally increases with depth, while permeability and ther-

mal conductivity profiles take on more complicated forms

(Albert and Shultz, 2002; Albert et al, 2000; Rick and Albert,

2004). In very low accumulation areas such as East Antarc-

tica, layering exists but may reflect topographically-driven

precipitation patterns rather than snowfall patterns, and large,

well-sintered, faceted crystals are grown in the near surface

from decades of vapor transport under very cold conditions

(Albert et al., 2004).

Thus snow on the ground takes on a variety of layering

and crystal properties that relate to the local climate, and

the contrasting physical properties should be readily appar-

ent to the non-specialist who is a careful observer. With re-

gards to snow photochemistry, what is of interest includes

the ability of the snowpack to store reactants, as influenced

for example by its SSA, to transmit light, as dictated by its

e-folding depth, and to release products to the atmosphere,

as determined in part by its permeability. Typical values of

relevant physical variables encountered in the photic zone of

selected seasonal snowpacks in late winter are reported in

Table 2 to illustrate the relationship between snowpack type

and physical properties. The actual ranges of values encoun-

tered are fairly wide. For example the SSA of surface snow

often exceeds 800 cm2 g−1 in the Alpine snowpack, due to

the frequent presence of thick layers of fresh snow, whose

density can remain below 0.1 g cm−3 for several days under

windless conditions at sub-freezing temperatures. The heat

conductivity of such layers can then be very low, down to

0.03 W m−1 K−1. Details on the range of values of several

physical variables encountered in major snowpack types, and

on the physical processes that determine them, are given in

the following sections.

2.2 Density

Density is defined as the mass per unit volume, and it is usu-

ally measured in the field or the laboratory by weighing a

sample of known volume. Because weighing always takes

place in air, the density of snow measures the amount of

ice in a unit volume of snow. Since density is intuitive and

does not require complex equipment to be measured, it has

traditionally been the parameter used to describe the nature

of snow. However, it is now widely recognized that density

alone cannot be used as a descriptor of other snow properties.

The porosity is then defined from the snow density according

to Eq. (4) above.

The density of natural snow can change enormously over

time: from less than 0.01 g cm−3 for fresh cold dendritic

snow to more than 0.6 g cm−3 for very hard windpacks and

snow subjected to numerous melt freeze cycles. Physical

processes involved in density changes include compaction,

drifting, and dry and wet metamorphism. Deposited snow,

with densities usually in the range 0.01 to 0.2 g cm−3 (Judson

and Doesken, 2000) is subject to settling and compaction es-

pecially within the first week after deposition. Wind-drifted

snow often forms thick layers of small rounded grains that

sinter well and produce hard windpacks, with the windpacks

density in the range 0.3 to 0.6 g cm−3 increasing with the

speed of the wind that formed them. High temperature gradi-

ent metamorphism can produce intense upward water vapor

fluxes that can fully compensate the effects of compaction,

so that for example the density in the taiga snowpack is ver-

tically fairly constant around 0.2 g cm−3 (Sturm and Benson,

1997; Taillandier et al., 2006). This intense dry metamor-

phism can lead to large mass losses in Arctic windpacks

in the fall (Domine et al., 2002) and transform them into

depth hoar, showing that significant density decreases can

take place in snow layers. The appearance of liquid water

usually leads to crystal rounding, compaction and density in-

crease. Snow density ranges for a variety of snow types are

reported in Table 1.

Density values are required for almost all applications.

Density parameterizations are therefore proposed in most
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snow physical models. Snow densification involves several

processes and the rate of snow settling depends on density

itself, temperature, liquid water content and on the evolv-

ing snow microstructure, whose description remains a chal-

lenge. In contrast to this complexity, snow densification is

often described by simple empirical relationships (Verseghy,

1991). Even advanced models usually assume that snow be-

haves like a viscous material and propose parameterizations

for snow viscosity, which try to incorporate some of the set-

tling processes. Using this approach, snow viscosity, ηs , then

relates the stress σ to the strain rate (dh/h)/dt, where h is the

thickness of the layer under consideration:

dh

h
= −

σs + σ0

ηs

dt (9)

Here σs is the applied snow stress i.e. in general the self-

weight of the snow pack and the initial stress, σ0, is a possi-

bility to include the effect of the rapid initial settling associ-

ated with destructive metamorphism of dendritic snow. The

complex snow processes during settling are then expressed

by mostly empirical relationships for viscosity and the initial

stress. Simple models typically use σ0=0 and parameterize

the viscosity as a non-linear function of density and temper-

ature only (e.g. Kojima, 1975). More advanced models have

complicated parameterizations for both. We report here the

formulations in SNTHERM (Jordan, 1991), CROCUS (Brun

et al., 1989) and SNOWPACK (Lehning et al., 1999).

In SNTHERM, the initial settling is described indepen-

dently of viscosity, which can be written as a function of

temperature, T , ice volumetric fraction, θ i , and water vol-

umetric fraction, θw:

σ0/ηs = 2.778 10−6c3 c4e
0.04 T ,

c3 = c4 = 1, θi≤ 0.15 and θw = 0

c3 = e−42(θi−0.15), θi> 0.15

c4 = 2, θw> 0

(10)

The snow viscosity is then parameterized as function of tem-

perature and snow density, ρ:

ηs = η0 e−c5Tcec6ρ,

η0 = 3.6 106 N s m−2

c5 = 0.08 K−1

c6 = 0.021 m3kg−1

(11)

Both above equations use SI units, with T in ◦C. The crit-

ical volumetric ice fraction of 0.15 used above has been

found to be rather high in several applications. Subsequent

studies have set the value to 0.1, while also modifying the

value of η0, from 1.0 106 N s m−2 to values as high as 9.0

107 N s m−2 (e.g. Coléou et al., 2005). In CROCUS, a sim-

ilar yet somewhat simpler formulation based on the settling

law of Navarre (1975) is implemented. In the original imple-

mentation (Brun et al., 1989), snow viscosity is described as

a function of temperature and snow density alone. That for-

mulation suggested a factor for a microstructure correction,

which has been implemented since (Coléou et al., 2005).
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Fig. 4. Snow stratification at Weissfluhjoch, Davos, during the win-

ter 1992/1993: comparison between measured values and calcula-

tions using the SNOWPACK model. The upper envelope represents

the measured, total snow height. The solid lines show the heights

above ground of 12 markers placed on the snow surface at different

times of the winter and subsequently buried by precipitation. The

dotted lines show the computed heights of the corresponding layers.

The original implementation of SNOWPACK used a

visco-elastic, natural strain settling law (Bartelt and Lehn-

ing, 2002) with different viscosity laws for fresh and old

snow (Lehning et al., 2002a). The viscosity formulation

made use of a grain-bond description of snow microstruc-

ture and reduced snow settling to the deformation of ice

bonds between the grains distinguishing between linear and

non-linear yields of the ice matrix. Additional experiments

and sensitivity studies have shown, however, that in natu-

ral settling elasticity and non-linear yield can be neglected

and Eq. (9) is a good description of the settling behaviour.

The current version of SNOWPACK therefore retains the

microstructure-based development of a linear snow viscos-

ity as described by Eqs. (33)–(35) in Lehning et al. (2002a).

However, the empirical adjustment factor, Fη, is reformu-

lated to include the liquid water content θw, the age of

the snow layer, td (days), and variables representing crystal

shapes and taking values between 0 and 1, namely dendricity,

dd, and sphericity, sp, as defined in Brun et al. (1992):

Fη = 0.4 +9.5 θw

θi
+ ct (1 − td

90
),

td ≤ 90 ;
ct = 2.1

√
dd + 0.7 sp ;

. (12)

Here the time coefficient, ct , is a function of the additional

grain shape parameters dd and sp for all snow types except

for melt-freeze crusts, where it is set constant to 1.7. The ini-

tial stress is formulated as a function of the ice surface ten-

sion, σ i (0.11 N m−2), the grain size, rg and the dendricity,

dd with the constants 1.5 and 2 having units of m:

σ0 =
σi

rg
( 1.5 + 2

√
dd ). (13)

The new SNOWPACK formulation calculates reliable set-

tling curves for an Alpine seasonal snow cover. As shown
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in Fig. 4, the settling of individual snow layers tracked in

the Alps at the Weissfluhjoch Versuchsfeld (Fierz and Lehn-

ing, 2001) can be described with good accuracy for the full

seasonal development. It has also been investigated that er-

rors in the settling curves such as in the 4th layer from the

bottom arise from errors in the density estimation for fresh

snow (Lehning et al., 2002b). Both a good density estima-

tion and a good settling description are mandatory to allow a

reliable snow mass balance at a point (Lehning et al, 1999)

or for a full catchment (Lehning et al., 2006) based on snow

depth measurements.

2.3 The specific surface area of snow

The specific surface area (SSA) of snow is a measure of the

area of the air-snow interface. Its usual definition is the sur-

face area of snow crystals accessible to gases per unit mass

(Legagneux et al., 2002), often expressed in cm2 g−1. Values

measured in surface snow range from 19 cm2 g−1 for melt-

freeze crusts to 1558 cm2 g for fresh dendritic snow (Domine

et al., 2007a).

Three methods are reported in the literature to measure re-

liably snow SSA: CH4 adsorption at 77 K, stereology, and

X-ray tomography. The first one, detailed in Legagneux et

al. (2002) and Domine et al. (2007a) has produced the largest

number of measurements (345) for surface snow. Its princi-

ple is to measure the adsorption isotherm of CH4 on snow

using a volumetric method. The SSA is then derived using

the method (called BET) of Brunauer et al. (1938). Obtain-

ing reliable SSA values using gas adsorption is not simple

for snow because this solid has a much lower SSA than other

porous solids for which the method was intended, such as

catalysts. Using CH4 rather than N2 considerably improved

measurement accuracy by lowering the vapor pressure of the

adsorbate at 77 K (Chaix et al., 1996). The detection limit

for this method is about 10 cm2 g−1. One of its advantages

is that it requires no sample preparation: snow is just sam-

pled into a vacuum container which is immersed in liquid

nitrogen. This has the added advantage of stopping meta-

morphism. However, the liquid nitrogen requirement can be

a difficulty in polar campaigns. One SSA measurement with

this method takes about 3 h.

Stereology is the study of 2-dimensional images to obtain

information on 3-dimensional objects (Underwood, 1970)

and is often used to study porous media such as snow

(Narita, 1971; Perla et al., 1986). One method to obtain 2-

dimensional images of snow is to harden a snow sample by

filling it with a water-insoluble liquid that freezes at T<0◦C,

such as dimethy-phthalate (Perla et al., 1986). The sample

is then polished and micrographs are analyzed using appro-

priate methods (Davis et al., 1987) to derive SSA. The suc-

cession of all these preparation stages takes about 4 h for one

SSA measurement.

The most extensive set of SSA measurements of surface

snow using stereology is that of Narita (1971). This paper is

in Japanese with only an English abstract, so that details are

not readily accessible. Narita studied snow and firn samples,

and it appears that a few tens of samples were surface snow,

the highest SSA value being about 750 cm2 g−1.

SSA values of surface snow obtained by both methods are

in the same range, but no comparative studies have been

made. The former method is probably more suited for sur-

face snow, while the latter appears more suitable for firn and

ice cores because of a lower limit of detection. From the

data of Alley and Koci (1988), SSA values for ice cores of

about 2 cm2 g−1 are calculated, and this is below the de-

tection limit of CH4 adsorption. On the other hand, fresh

snow crystals have microstructure with radii of curvature of

only a few µm, such as thin dendrites, that can be destroyed

while warmer liquid is poured or the sample is polished for

stereological studies. Moreover, structures a few µm in size

may not be detected in automated processing of optical mi-

crographs, and SSA of fresh snow may be underestimated.

Stereology, however, does not require liquid nitrogen.

Recently, X-ray tomography has been used to obtain 3-D

images of snow samples (Flin et al., 2003; Schneebeli and

Sokratov, 2004; Kerbrat et al., 2007), from which the SSA

can be computed. This method requires a synchrotron (Flin

et al., 2003) with the benefit of good spatial resolution and

fast data acquisition, or a microtomograph (Schneebeli and

Sokratov, 2004; Kerbrat et al., 2007). Kerbrat et al. re-

cently performed a comparison between X-ray tomography

and CH4 adsorption, and the methods agreed with 3% for

snows with SSA<700 cm2 g−1. However, for fresh snow,

the resolution of X-ray tomography was insufficient to de-

tect small structures, resulting in an underestimation of SSA.

At present, it appears that CH4 adsorption at 77 K is best

suited to the measurement of the SSA of snow in the photic

zone. However, this is time consuming and the need for liq-

uid nitrogen limits its use, so that a faster method readily

useable in the field is desirable.

Recently, Domine et al. (2006) have observed an excel-

lent correlation between snow SSA measured by CH4 ad-

sorption and snow reflectance in the near and short-wave

infrared (NIR and SWIR). Wavelengths tested were 1310,

1629, 1740 and 2260 nm. The relationship was linear for the

last 3 wavelengths. This is based on only 9 snow samples and

further work is needed before the potential of using NIR or

SWIR reflectance to measure snow SSA can be established.

In particular, the effect of grain shapes (Neshyba et al., 2003;

Kokhanovsky and Zege, 2004) needs further detailed stud-

ies. Matzl and Schneebeli (2006) also used NIR reflectance

around 900 nm to measure snow SSA with a camera. The

signal was calibrated with stereological measurements. This

method is very rapid and quite promising. Its accuracy and in

particular the dependence of the NIR signal on crystal shape

needs to be studied further, however. In any case, both these

IR studies suggest that the accurate and rapid measurement

of snow SSA in the field may soon be at hand.
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SSA parameterization in models is necessary. The sim-

plest method would be to correlate SSA with the snow vari-

able that is the most easily and most commonly measured:

density. Such an approach has been attempted for other vari-

ables. For example, Sturm et al. (1997) tested a correlation

between heat conductivity and density. In the case of SSA,

Fig. 5 shows a poor correlation. A significant improvement is

obtained if the snow type is considered, and further improve-

ment is observed if both the snow type and the snowpack type

are considered. For example, Domine et al. (2007a) show

that for depth hoar in the taiga snowpack, the following rela-

tionship is found, with R2=0.66:

SSA= −23.97 ln (ρ) −241.9 (14)

with SSA in cm2 g−1 and ρ in g cm−3. Domine et al. (2007a)

also show that depth hoar in the tundra and Alpine snow-

packs follow a similar relationship with different coefficients,

yielding higher SSA values than in the taiga snowpack, for a

given density.

Rather than attempt to link SSA to density, one can attempt

to predict its rate of decrease after precipitation. Cabanes et

al. (2002 and 2003) monitored the rate of decrease of dry

snow SSA in the Arctic and in the Alps and proposed an em-

pirical equation of the form:

SSA = SSA0 exp(−αt) with α(day−1)

= 76.6 exp(−1708/T(K)) (15)

This formulation is based on a limited data set, and pre-

dicts SSA only as a function of temperature, time, and ini-

tial SSA of the snow, SSA0 (i.e. the SSA of the freshly fallen

snow). Legagneux et al. (2003 and 2004) and Taillandier et

al. (2007) have studied the rate of decrease of dry snow SSA

in the field and during cold room experiments. In all cases,

an equation of the form:

SSA(t) = B − A ln(t + 1t) (16)

could adequately fit the data. Taillandier et al. (2007) found

that two sets of values of B, A and 1t could be used for

two different types of conditions and expressed as a func-

tion of SSA0 and the time-averaged temperature of the snow

Tm: one set was valid when the temperature gradient in the

snowpack was low (<9◦C m−1, this probably corresponds to

the ET conditions defined by Sommerfeld and LaChapelle,

1970) and the other set was valid under high temperature

gradient (>20◦C m−1, probably the TG conditions of Som-

merfeld and LaChappelle, 1970). Under ET conditions, the

coefficients are:

AET = 0.0760SSA0 − 1.76(Tm − 2.96);
BET = 0.629SSA0 − 15.0(Tm − 11.2);

1tET = exp

(

−0.371 SSA0 − 15.0 (Tm − 11.2)

0.0760 SSA0 − 1.76 (Tm − 2.96)

)

(17)

y = -308.2 ln(x) - 205.96
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Fig. 5. SSA-density correlation, using the 297 coupled SSA-density

measurements of Domine et al. (2007a). SSA was measured us-

ing CH4 adsorption at 77 K. The graph also shows average values

and standard deviations of some of the snow types mentioned in

Table 1: Fresh snow, decomposing particles, rounded grains (en-

compassing both ET metamorphism grains and windpacked grains),

faceted crystals and depth hoar (after Domine et al., 2007a).

Under TG conditions, the coefficients are

AT G = 0.0961SSA0 − 3.44(Tm + 1.90);
BT G = 0.659SSA0 − 27.2(Tm − 2.03);

1tT G = exp

(

−0.341 SSA0 − 27.2 (Tm − 2.03)

0.0961 SSA0 − 3.44 (Tm + 1.90)

)

(18)

In the above equations, SSA is in cm2 g−1, Tm is in ◦C and 1t

is in hours. Figure 6 shows plots of SSA decay under both ET

and TG regimes, when SSA0=800 cm2 g−1. Depending on

the temperature and the metamorphic regime, SSA is reduced

to half its initial value in 1.5 to 18 days. The above equa-

tions reproduce well the experimental data of Taillandier et

al. (2007), but the authors note a number of limitations, such

as the lack of data for dense snow (ρ>0·3 g cm−3) so that

predicting the SSA decay of for example Arctic windpacks is

not possible. Another crucial lack of data is for wet snow,

as Domine et al. (2007a) report only a handful of measure-

ments.

Flanner and Zender (2006) modeled SSA decay during

metamorphism as a function of temperature, temperature

gradient, snow density, particle size distribution and irreg-

ularity of particles spacing in the snow. They assumed that

snow crystals were spheres. Their model reproduced very

well the isothermal experiments of Legagneux et al. (2004),

after adjusting parameters describing the particle size distri-

bution. Taillandier et al. (2007) compared their model results

under temperature gradient conditions with their new exper-

imental data. The agreement was in general good, but could

possibly be improved using another value of the irregular-

ity in particle spacing, as Flanner and Zender (2006) had no

data to constrain that variable at the time. This modeling ap-

proach is promising but requires significant calculation time.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the specific surface area (SSA) of snow at −5

and −30◦C, for the cases where the snowpack is isothermal and

where it is subjected to a temperature gradient >20◦C m−1. Equa-

tions (17) and (18) were used, with a value for the initial SSA of

800 cm2 g−1.

A significant difference with Eqs. (14) and (15), which are

empirical and based on experiments, is that it predicts con-

tinuous transitions between metamorphic regimes.

Despite these recent experimental and modeling studies,

data on snow SSA is still limited, despite its importance in

snow chemistry and physics. Studies on for example the ef-

fect of melting or surface hoar deposition are lacking. Un-

derstanding snow SSA would definitely benefit from a new

rapid measurement method based on IR reflectance (Domine

et al., 2006; Matzl and Schneebeli, 2006).

2.4 Thermal conductivity

Because of snow metamorphism, the thermal properties of

snow are highly variable and can change dramatically in

time. Traditionally, estimates of snow thermal properties

are based on readily-measurable characteristics such as den-

sity and grain size, though it is well known that the geo-

metric forms of the microstructure are a first-order effect.

Adams and Sato (1993) were the first to try to derive a

physical model for snow conductivity considering snow mi-

crostructure (packed spheres) and distinguishing between ice

conduction, conduction in the pore space and vapor trans-

port. This microstructure-based conductivity model has been

successfully implemented in SNOWPACK (Lehning et al.,

2002a). Recent use of micro-tomography for imaging snow

metamorphism (Coléou et al., 2001) offers promise for forth-

coming formulations of the thermal properties to be based on

microstructure characteristics (Kaempfer et al., 2005).

The thermal conductivity of snow controls the net heat

transfer in the snow when there is no interstitial air flow.

In one dimension, the heat flux q at a point is given by the

Fourier Eq. (5) where keff is the effective thermal conductiv-

ity. Heat flow through snow results from the combined effect

of several physical processes, as shown in Fig. 7.

kice

2.3 W/mK

kair

0.023 W/mK

Convection

klatent

Fig. 7. The main processes responsible for heat transport through

snow. The snow structure represented is columnar depth hoar.

Processes shown are conduction through interconnected snow

crystals (the heat conductivity of ice is kice=2.3 W m−1 K−1),

conduction by air in the pore space (the heat conductivity of

air is kair=0.023 W m−1 K−1), latent heat transport by sublima-

tion/condensation cycles induced by the temperature gradient.

These three processes are measured as keff, for example using a

heated needle probe. Additionally, air flow through snow can be in-

duced by surface wind or air convection and this represents an extra

process which, when present, can transport heat much faster than

either conduction through the ice or void space.

Heat conduction takes place through the network of inter-

connected snow crystals and through air in the pore space.

In addition, there almost always exist a temperature gradi-

ent in dry snow, which generates water vapor sublimation

from warmer grains, diffusion through the pore space and

condensation on colder grains (Colbeck, 1983) leading to

heat transport through latent heat exchanges. The effects of

these processes can be measured using a heated needle probe

(e.g. Sturm and Johnson 1992; Sturm et al., 1997; Mellor,

1977; Lange, 1985) where the rate of dissipation of a given

heat pulse is analyzed to derive the “effective” thermal con-

ductivity keff. For this type of measurement, the snow sample

is maintained enclosed in a fairly air-tight container to avoid

heat transport due to air flow.

Air flow in snow can be caused by wind-driven varia-

tions in surface pressure over a rough snow surface (Col-

beck, 1983; Cunningham and Waddington, 1993; Albert et

al., 2002) or by thermal convection caused by a high tem-

perature gradient in very permeable snow such as depth hoar

(Sturm and Johnson, 1991), but this heat transport process is

discussed in a subsequent section.

The variable keff has contributions from several physical

processes, and the relative contributions of each one of these

processes are expected to depend on the geometric aspects

of the crystal structure and on the snow temperature. We

therefore expect to observe a large scatter in values reported
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for direct measurement of keff. For dry snow, values be-

tween 0.025 and 0.65 W m−1 K−1 have indeed been mea-

sured (Sturm et al., 1997, and references therein). To attempt

to predict keff values, correlations with snow density have

been explored. Sturm et al. (1997) and Jordan et al. (2007)

report density-keff correlations. A significant scatter exists,

which could be reduced if the snow type were taken into ac-

count. Reported correlations show keff values ranging from

approximately 0.07 W m−1 K−1 for a density of 0.1 g cm−3

to 0.7 W m−1 K−1 for a density of 0.5 g cm−3 (Jordan et al.,

2007). Measured keff values of windpacked surface snow on

polar ice sheets are between 0.15–0.20 W m−1K−1 for a den-

sity near 0.35 g cm−3, while aged near-surface firn that has

not experienced melt on the East Antarctic ice sheet shows

keff values ranging from 0.2 to 0.4 W m−1 K−1 for densities

between 0.35 to 0.45 g cm−3 (Courville et al., 2007). Despite

the large scatter in the density correlation, Sturm et al. (1997)

proposed the following equations for seasonal snow:

keff = 0.138 + 1.01ρ + 3.2233ρ2 {0.156≤ρ≤ = 0.6}
keff = 0.023 + 0.234ρ {ρ<0.156} (19)

that have been extensively used in various calculations and

model parameterizations for seasonal snow, but they are not

applicable to polar firn.

2.5 Permeability of snow and firn

The air permeability of snow is the property of snow that

controls the ease with which a fluid, typically air or water,

can move through the snow. Permeability Kp is the pro-

portionality factor between the pressure gradient dP/dz and

the interstitial air flow velocity vair as defined by Eq. (6)

above, known as Darcy’s law. The permeability is sensi-

tive to the nature of the interconnected pore space, and it

depends both upon the crystal structure and the snow layer-

ing. As in all physical properties of snow, permeability will

change as the snow undergoes metamorphism. The perme-

ability of snow is typically measured by drawing air through

a snow sample and measuring the pressure drop and air flow

rate through the sample, then calculating the permeability

using Darcy’s law (e.g. Albert et al., 2000). For seasonal

snow, permeability ranges over two orders of magnitude de-

pending on the snow type, density, grain size, and degree

of metamorphism. The most permeable snow is depth hoar

in seasonal snow, with permeability in the range from 100–

600×10−10 m2(Sturm, 1991; Jordan et al., 1999). Freshly

fallen snow in the mid latitudes typically has permeability in

the range from 30 to 80×10−10 m2, while old coarse seasonal

snow typically exists in the range from 8 to 50×10−10 m2

(Jordan et al., 2007, and references therein). Ice layers in sea-

sonal snowpacks and crusts formed by melt in seasonal snow,

and subsequently buried by later snowfalls, have permeabil-

ity ranging from 1 to 20×10−10 m2 depending on the degree

of refreezing (Albert et al., 2000; Albert and Perron, 2000).

Wind-packed snow on polar ice sheets typically falls in the

Fig. 8. Range of permeability values for different snow types. Corn

snow refers to thick melt-freeze layers made up of large rounded

grains formed by repeated thermal cycling in the spring.

range 5 to 30×10−10 m2(Conway and Abrahamson, 1984;

Buser and Good, 1986; Albert and Shultz, 2004). Coarse-

grained, aged firn in very cold low accumulation sites like

the East Antarctic plateau has high permeability in the range

of 100–300×10−10 m2 (Albert et al., 2004; Courville et al.,

2007). The natural stratification of snow that occurs due

to different depositional events can yield buried layers that

are more permeable than surface layers, causing flow chan-

nelling through the buried high-permeability layers (Albert,

2000). Luciano and Albert (2002) reported measurements of

anisotropy in snow permeability and concluded that differ-

ences in permeability between layers from different storms

caused larger variation than directionality differences in a

single layer. A graph showing the permeability spread for

various types of snow is given in Fig. 8. Since snow density

and grain size are the most commonly measured snow vari-

ables, several attempts have been made to relate snow perme-

ability to density and grain size. One widely used equation is

that of Shimizu (1970):

KP = 0.077e(−0.0078ρ)D2 (20)

with D the grain diameter in m and ρ the snow density in

kg m−3. As noted by Jordan et al. (1999), Shimizu’s formula

was obtained for small rounded grains, and can be in error

by an order of magnitude for calculations based on grain size

and density for other snow types. Jordan et al. (1999) also

note that progress in predicting snow permeability may come

from the use of the snow specific surface area rather than

grain size, as SSA is a clearly defined variable, even though

it is still rarely measured in the field. Sommerfeld and Roc-

chio (1993) did attempt to correlate SSA and permeability,

but did not find a conclusive correlation. However, their SSA

range was very narrow (less than a factor of 2) and their SSA

values were surprisingly low, so their conclusion should be

tested by further work.
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2.6 Gas diffusivity of snow

The gas diffusivity is a property of snow that indicates the

ease with which gases can move through the interstitial pore

space by diffusive processes. The ratio φDg/τ where Dg is

the diffusivity of the gas in air, φ the porosity and τ is tortu-

osity, is the proportionality factor between the gas concentra-

tion gradient dC/dz and the interstitial gas flux Fgas as shown

in Eqs. (7) and (8). Gas diffusivity will vary according to

chemical species, as it depends on the size of the molecules

relative to the size of an interstitial pathway. For reactive

chemical species, sometimes the diffusivity is posed as an

“effective” parameter that includes not only the obstruction

aspects of diffusion in the pore space around snow grains, but

also adsorption/desorption processes that occur on the grain

surface. Thus, when using published values of gas diffusivity

in snow, one must be careful to note whether or not the val-

ues are based on only the obstruction effect or whether they

also include the adsorption/desorption reactive impacts. For

this discussion, we define the diffusivity to be the behavior

of the gas as though it were inert. Adsorption and desorption

are then separate source-sink type processes.

Pioneering investigations of gas diffusivity of firn were

done by Schwander et al. (1988) and more recently by Favre

et al. (2000), whose experiments based on elution peaks of

an advected tracer gas in a moving carrier gas led to the

conjecture that snow microstructure and layering are incon-

sequential to gas diffusion. Recently, experiments on firn

cores by Courville et al. (2007) have shown that the gas dif-

fusivity of snow does depend on the structure of snow and

firn. The measurement technique for in-situ measurements

is described in Albert and Shultz (2002), which was adapted

from a technique described by McIntyre and Philip (1964)

for soils. Measurements of the diffusion of SF6, an inert

gas, through partially decomposed fresh dendritic seasonal

snow has typical values close to 0.025 cm2 s−1(Albert, un-

published data), while the SF6 gas diffusivity of wind-packed

snow typically ranges between 0.02 to 0.06 cm2 s−1 (Albert

and Shultz, 2002). The SF6 gas diffusivity of aged, coarse,

near-surface polar snow in cold low accumulation sites in

East Antarctica depends on the accumulation rate and ranges

from 0.04 to 0.08 cm2 s−1 (Courville et al., 2007). For com-

parison, the diffusivity of SF6 in air between 0 to −10◦C is

0.08 cm2 s−1. Thus, depending on the nature of the snow,

surface snow can either be little barrier to the transport of

gas, or else slow down gas transport by as much as a factor

of four compared to diffusion through air alone.

2.7 Effect of air advection in snow on the transport of heat

and gases

Heat and chemical species can move through the snow by

diffusion, a relatively slow, gradient-driven process, or by

advection, a faster process by which heat and mass are trans-

ported by interstitial air flow (“ventilation”) in the pore space

between the snow grains. In natural snow, diffusion is ubiq-

uitous because the snow is almost never in perfect thermal

or chemical equilibrium. Thus diffusion must always be

considered. Advection can occur both naturally and when

interstitial air in the snow is sampled for chemical analy-

sis (Albert et al., 2002). Wind-driven interstitial air flow

within snow occurs mostly from pressure disturbances of the

wind flowing over surface roughness (Colbeck, 1983; Cun-

ningham and Waddington, 1993). Thermal convection due

to buoyancy effects under high temperature gradients in ex-

tremely permeable snow has been observed by Sturm and

Johnson (1991) and resulted in easily detectable heat trans-

port. Albert et al. (2004) found that extensively recrystal-

lized firn formed under extremely cold conditions on the East

Antarctic plateau has characteristics that would make it prone

to thermal convection. However, buoyancy-induced convec-

tion is rarely found in other types of snow. Experimental

studies performed under different conditions failed to detect

convection (Brun and Touvier, 1987), and we therefore sub-

sequently treat only wind-driven and sampling-induced ad-

vection.

Wind-driven ventilation can advect chemical species, and

it has been shown to impact the concentrations of species

contained in aerosols (Cunningham and Waddingon, 1993;

Harder et al., 2000; Domine et al., 2004), of species solu-

ble in snow crystals (McConnell et al., 1998; Waddington et

al., 1996), water vapor transport (Albert, 2002), and isotopic

composition (Neumann and Waddington, 2004). In addition

to advection caused naturally by the wind, advection also oc-

curs when firn air is sampled for analysis. Because the tech-

nology of measuring trace gases currently uses through-flow

chemical sampling devices, the sampling procedure itself in-

duces ventilation and mixing of the air sampled. In the top

meter or so of snow, this introduces ambient air dilution to

the natural firn air composition (Albert et al., 2004). There

have been no field experiments reported to date where the

firn air gas sample concentrations reported are due purely

to diffusion alone. Firn air sampling procedures for CO2,

methane, and other climate indicators that are sampled very

deep in the firn typically call for withdrawal of discrete sam-

ples of gas in order to minimize the disturbance of the natural

firn air concentration profile.

2.8 Transport of species that interact with the snow surface

Diffusion and advection are not the only processes that affect

trace gas transport through porous snow, because molecules

hit ice surfaces while travelling through porous snow and

those with sufficient affinity with these surfaces may become

accommodated on the ice for various lengths of time. This

“sticking” will therefore slow down gas transport through

snow. The residence time of the molecule on snow crys-

tal surfaces affects the partitioning of molecules between in-

terstitial air and ice surfaces, and this can be characterized

by an adsorption equilibrium, either a surface Henry’s law
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coefficient, H (in Pa m2 mol−1) or an interfacial partitioning

coefficient Kia (in m) (Roth et al., 2004). Models that couple

transport, adsorption and reaction in porous media have been

derived from the study of reactions in porous catalysts. Such

models are used for example to study transport processes in

soil, and have also been applied to analyze reactions and up-

take processes of trace gases on porous ice films in labora-

tory experiments, which lead to some controversy (Hanson

and Ravishankara, 1993; Keyser et al., 1993; Keyser et al.,

1991; Leu et al., 1997).

What needs to be modeled is simply the fact that the dif-

fusion of trace gases through the snow is hampered by resis-

tance of the porosity and the finite residence time of the trace

gases when adsorbed on the ice surface, and this requires the

knowledge of the pore size and of SSA. Modeling can be

achieved by numerical solution of the one-dimensional dif-

fusion equation, with appropriate terms for the flux match-

ing on the ice surface, as done by Hutterli et al. (1999) who

modeled the seasonal transport of formaldehyde in snow by

assuming one-dimensional diffusion for the gas phase trans-

port.

A semi-empirical approach was suggested by Herbert et

al. (2006), which allows to assess the impact of the adsorp-

tion on the diffusion. In a first step, the theoretical diffusion

coefficient Dtheo in a porous medium was calculated from the

tortuosity τ , the snow porosity φ and the diffusivity in the

undisturbed gas phase Dair by Dtheo=Dair φ vτ s in Eq. (8).

The additional resistance to the diffusive transport by the ad-

sorption of the molecules is described by an effective diffu-

sion constant Deff =f Dtheo with

f =
1

1 + rspKiaSSA
(21)

Parameters are the specific surface area (SSA), the solid ice

to air volume ratio rsp and the gas-solid partitioning coeffi-

cient Kia (Roth et al., 2004). Figure 9 plots f as function

of Kia , illustrating the impact of the value of Kia on diffu-

sion. For Kia smaller than 10−4 m (for example aliphatic

hydrocarbons lighter than decane at T=−6.8◦C, Roth et al.,

2004), there is almost no influence of the adsorption on

the diffusion. For more strongly adsorbing species, with

Kia>10−3 m (e.g. phenanthrene, Domine et al., 2007b), the

impact of the adsorption can be critical.

2.9 Optical properties of snow

2.9.1 Light transmission

The transmission of light in snow plays important roles in

atmospheric and snow chemistry as well as climate. The

relationship to climate occurs largely through the albedo of

snow, which is an important factor in the radiation balance

(Grenfell et al., 1994). Recent work also shows that photo-

chemistry in snowpacks plays an important role in the atmo-

spheric chemistry in snow-covered regions (Honrath et al.,
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Fig. 9. Impact of the value of Kia on the trace gas diffusion in

snow, calculated after Herbert et al. (2006), for a snow density of

0.34 g cm−3 (rsp=0.2 g cm−3) and a SSA of 200 cm2 g−1. The fac-

tor f is the ratio of the effective diffusion coefficient of an adsorb-

ing trace gas in snow over the diffusion coefficient in snow in the

absence of adsorption.

1999; Sumner and Shepson, 1999; Jones et al., 2000; Beine

et al., 2002; Dibb et al., 2002). Light transmission in snow

is also an important variable for biological activity in the

subnivean environment, e.g. Kappen (1993) and Cockell et

al. (2002).

When light interacts with snow grains, there are two im-

portant physical processes: scattering and absorption. We

can consider the probability of either scattering or absorption

per unit length traversed by a photon in the snowpack. We

will refer to these scattering and absorption coefficients (rates

per length) as Ksca and Kabs, and each has units of inverse

length, typically cm−1. The sum of scattering plus absorp-

tion is the extinction coefficient, Kext=Ksca+Kabs. The ratio

of scattering to total extinction, ω0=Ksca/Kext, is called the

single scattering albedo. Typically, for visible wavelengths,

the scattering coefficient is much larger than the absorption

coefficient, leading to a single scattering albedo very close

to unity. This dominance of scattering makes reflection the

most probable occurrence for a photon that hits the snow

and makes snow white in appearance. The simplest opti-

cal models of snow use two-stream radiative transfer theory

(Ishimaru, 1978; Bohren and Barkstrom, 1974; Beaglehole

et al., 1998; Thomas and Stamnes, 2002) to solve the trans-

mission of light in snow. If simple two-stream theory is used

for snow, the scattering and absorption parameters have little

physical meaning and are similar to fitting parameters. More

advanced treatments take into account the angular asymme-

try of light scattering by snow (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980;

Warren, 1982). Because snow grains are much larger than the

wavelength of light, they typically forward scatter the light.

This angular asymmetry can be included into advanced 2-
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Fig. 10. A simulation of optical transmission in snow (after Simp-

son et al., 2002a). In this simulation, the ratio of the actinic flux

in snow, F , to the downwelling incident flux, F0, is shown as a

function of depth in the snow. The depth in the snow is listed

as the optical depth, τ ext, which is proportional to the physical

depth in the snowpack. The relationship to physical depth depends

upon the equivalent spherical radius of the snow grains (related to

SSA) and density, as described in the text. For this example (aged

snow, density=0.3 g cm−3), and equivalent spherical grain radius

of ∼0.5 mm), the extinction coefficient is ∼1 mm−1, and in this

case, the depth would be equivalent to a few millimeters within the

snowpack. The asymmetry factor, g, is 0.886. The single scat-

tering albedo of the snow is ωw=0.99995, indicating that the ab-

sorption coefficient is 0.00005 times smaller than the extinction,

which is typical of pure snow in the UV. Four cases of incident

light are shown. Cases (a)–(c) have purely direct sunlight at three

solar zenith angles (a) θ0=0◦, (b) θ0=60◦, (c) θ0=84◦, while case

(d) is for purely diffuse incoming radiation. One observes non-

exponential behavior in the near surface region, generally with en-

hancement of photolysis rates in the snowpack (F /F0>1 indicates

light enhancement). Deeper in the snowpack, in the asymptotic re-

gion, the light is completely diffused and decays exponentially, with

an e-folding depth of approximately 20 cm.

stream theory calculations through the asymmetry factor, g,

defined as the average of cosine of the scattering angle:

g =
1

2

π
∫

0

x (θ) cos θ sin θdθ (22)

where x(θ) is the phase function describing the angular dis-

tribution of the singly scattered light, or more advanced the-

ories, such as the delta-Eddington (Wiscombe, 1977) or the

discrete ordinate method, DISORT (Stamnes et al., 1988),

which is included in the Tropospheric Ultraviolet and Visi-

ble (TUV) model (Lee-Taylor and Madronich, 2002). These

more advanced models relate the scattering and absorption

coefficients to snow physical properties. Specifically, the

scattering coefficient is related to the snow specific sur-

face area, and the absorption coefficient is related to the

wavelength-dependent absorption of ice (Perovich and Gov-

oni, 1991; Ackermann et al., 2006; Warren et al., 2006) plus

impurity absorption and grain shape. Earlier measurements

were likely affected by scattering in the ice samples, and

more recent measurements show very low absorption in the

blue region. However, surface snow and in particular sea-

sonal snowpacks, is nearly always significantly contaminated

by absorbing material that greatly exceeds the inherent ab-

sorption of ice.

The relationship between light intensity and depth is com-

plex near the snow surface. This complexity is caused by a

combination of upwelling radiation escaping from the snow-

pack and direct radiation converting to diffuse radiation by

scattering near the snow surface. This results in the light in-

tensity being greater in the subsurface than at the surface.

Figure 10 shows calculations of the actinic flux in the snow

as a function of optical depth, for several solar zenith an-

gles (SZA), using the delta-Eddington method (Wiscombe,

1977). The enhancement of actinic flux near the surface

decreases with increasing SZA. For SZA=84◦, surface re-

flection is so high that little light is transmitted. With the

log scale of Fig. 10, the maximum in intensity does not ap-

pear for high SZAs, because it is so close to the surface.

Below this level in a deep uniform snowpack, the light in-

tensity decreases exponentially (e.g. Bohren and Barkstrom,

1974; Zege et al., 1991). The calculations of Fig. 10 are very

similar to those of Lee-Taylor and Madronich (2002) (their

Fig. 4b), who used a discrete ordinance model. Below the

surface region, the light intensity as a function of depth, I (z)

is described by:

I (z) ∝ e−α0(λ)z (23)

where α0(λ) is the asymptotic flux extinction coefficient

(AFEC). The inverse of α0 is the depth over which light in-

tensity decreases by a factor of e and is called the e-folding

depth, ε(λ),

ε (λ) = 1/α0 (λ) (24)

The transmission of radiation in snow has been measured

in several studies (Liljequist, 1956; Grenfell and Maykut,

1977; Kuhn and Siogas, 1978; Beaglehole et al., 1998; King

and Simpson, 2001; Perovich, 2007). The general result

is that the e-folding depth in the visible and near UV is

between 5 and 25 cm for most snowpacks. Larger values

around 50 cm are sometimes found in temperate snowpacks

with large grains formed by melt-freeze cycles (Fisher et al.,

2005). Even in Antarctica, where the impurity concentra-

tion in snow is very low, values in the range 10 to 20 cm are

observed in layers 50 cm below the surface for wavelengths

around 600 nm (Warren et al., 2006). Below 1 m, e-folding

depth values increase, but the interest of this paper is on sur-

face snow. Warren et al. (2006) argue that the short e-folding
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depths 50 cm below the surface are caused by soot deposited

after the establishment of the Dome C station. However,

we feel that it is not certain that the low soot concentrations

(1 ppb by weight) can actually explain this. Another possibil-

ity, also mentioned by Warren et al. (2006) is that the small

snow grains encountered on the Antarctic ice cap enhance

light scattering.

The AFEC, α0, is directly observable by light transmis-

sion measurements and is affected by both light absorption

and scattering. In simple two-stream theory, one derives for

AFEC:

α0 (λ) =
√

K2 (λ) + 2K (λ) Ssca (25)

Here Kand Ssca are Kubelka-Munk absorption and scattering

coefficients, respectively. They are related to Kabs and Ksca,

respectively, but as mentioned above, they do not have direct

physical meaning due to their disregard of the angular nature

of scattering. K and Ssca can be determined from experimen-

tal measurements of light and transmission by a snow layer

using Kubelka-Munk theory (Kubelka and Munk, 1933;

Kubelka, 1948). This formulation shows that both scatter-

ing and absorption are important to light transmission. In the

limit of low absorption snow, K is small, and the K2 term is

small compared to the product of K*Ssca. Therefore, the de-

pendence of light transmission is on
√

2KSsca. The accuracy

of the Kubelka-Munk theory as compared to exact radiative

transfer calculations was studied by Kokhanovsky (2007).

Many authors have generated radiation transfer theories for

snow that can predict the AFEC (Bohren and Barkstrom,

1974; Wiscombe and Warren, 1980; Warren 1982; Zege et

al., 1991; Lee-Taylor and Madronich, 2002) including con-

sideration of the angular asymmetry of scattering. In partic-

ular, Zege et al. (1991) show that :

α0=
√

3 (1 − ω0) (1 − g)Kext (26)

Because snow grains tend to forward scatter radiation

(g∼0.8) (Warren 1982; Grenfell and Warren, 1999; Neshyba

et al., 2003; Kokhanovsky and Zege, 2004) the AFEC is

lower than predicted based by simple two-stream theory that

assumes light scattering is equal into the forward and back-

ward hemispheres.

The density scaling of snow optics is somewhat complex

because the density affects both the amount of ice absorption

and the number of ice-air surfaces encountered by light rays

propagating in snow. Therefore, density affects both K and

Ssca absorption and scattering terms. It is common to create

density-normalized “cross sections” to K and Ssca,

ktot(λ) = K(λ)/ρ and σscat=Ssca/ρ

Here, we have explicitly listed the wavelength dependence

of the absorption, while the scattering cross section is rela-

tively independent of wavelength. Substituting the cross sec-

tions for their analogs in Eq. (22) and in the weak absorption

limit gives

α0 (λ) = ρ
√

2ktot (λ) σscat (27)

which is valid as long as ω0 is close to 1. This applies to

pure snow in the visible, but may also apply to snow with

some degree of contamination. Most commonly, ktot can be

derived by measurements of impurities in snow and the in-

herent absorption of ice, which is particularly important in

the near IR and mid IR, where water vibrations of the ice

lattice are strong absorbers.

Modeling studies have suggested that using measurements

of the largest axis of a snow grain to determine the snow scat-

tering results in scattering coefficient values that are too low

(Grenfell et al., 1981). Grenfell and Warren (1999), Neshyba

et al. (2003) and Grenfell et al. (2005) discuss different meth-

ods for representing ice crystals to calculate their scattering

and absorption properties in clouds. They recommend the

use of independent spheres with the same volume-to-surface

area ratio, V/S, as a non-spherical ice crystal for calculat-

ing optical parameters and conclude that the approximation

is good for the range of sizes that were studied. The V/S

ratio is related to the specific surface area (SSA) of snow,

thus the scattering coefficient of snow should be related to

the SSA.

Since by definition the SSA is the surface area per mass,

we have:

SSA =
S

ρiV
=

3

ρiaef

(28)

where aef =3V/S is the effective radius that coincides with

the radius for monodisperse spheres.

The snow extinction coefficient is given by (Kokhanovsky

and Zege, 2004):

Kext =
3 (1 − φ)

2aef

(29)

where φ is the porosity. This means that

Kext =
ρ

2
SSA =

3ρ

2ρiceaef

(30)

This expression is also valid for the scattering coefficient

because Ksca≈Kext for snow in the visible.

Therefore, we can see that the scattering coefficient of

snow is proportional to the density of the snow divided by

the ice density (i.e. to the volumetric concentration of ice in

snow) and inversely related to the equivalent-sphere grain ra-

dius aef . For aged snow, we typically have ρ∼0.3 g cm−3,

and aef ∼0.5 mm, so that Kext∼Ksca∼1 mm−1. This result

implies that light is scattered roughly every millimeter in the

snow. The direct solar beam is scattered into diffuse radia-

tion on this length scale, while the diffuse component decays

much more slowly (5–25 cm length scale).

The key findings of this section are that radiative trans-

fer in snow is relatively well understood and actinic fluxes

in snow can be reliably predicted, as verified by Phillips and

Simpson (2005). The asymptotic flux extinction coefficient

(AFEC) scales as the square root of the snow scattering and
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Fig. 11. Calculated spherical albedo of snow with different grain

sizes, based on Eqs. (34). The triangles overlapping the curve for

the 0.19 mm grain size are measurements by Hudson et al. (2006),

showing the excellent agreement between theory and experiments in

the visible and near IR. In the mid IR, the greater absorption limits

the validity of the theory.

absorption coefficients. The AFEC can be modeled using an

approximation of equivalent spheres that have the same ef-

fective diameter as non-spherical snow grains. The scattering

coefficient is thus directly related to SSA and inversely related

to the equivalent-spherical radius. The equivalent sphere ra-

dius of a snow grain is significantly smaller than the “snow

grain radius” because it takes into account scattering from

small features within the snow grain.

2.9.2 Light reflection

The photochemistry of snow requires information on the total

amount of light absorbed in the snow at each wavelength.

Therefore, it is of advantage to study the spectral absorptance

a. For a semi-infinite snow layer, the absorptance can be

calculated from the reflectance data. Namely, it follows from

the energy conservation law in this case:

a = 1 − rd (31)

where rd is the diffuse reflectance under directional illumina-

tion (e.g. clear sky). For non-absorbing snow, by definition:

rd=1 and a=0. In reality snow absorbs some amount of solar

energy at each wavelength and therefore, a 6=0. The value of

rd can then be calculated using the following simple approx-

imation, valid as ω0→1 (Zege et al., 1991; Kokhanovsky,

2006):

rd(λ) = exp(−ρ(λ)u(ϑ0) (32)

Here ϑ0 is the solar zenith angle, λ is the wavelength, p =
4
√

(1 − ω0)/3(1 − ω0g) and the function u (ϑ0) can be pa-

rameterized as discussed by Kokhanovsky and Zege (2004):

u (ϑ0) = 3 (1 + 2 cos ϑ0) /7 (33)

These last three equations indicate that the absorptance of

snow, a, is larger for a higher sun position(ϑ0→0). The

physical basis for this effect is that it is more difficult for

photons to escape from the snow if they are injected along

the normal to the layer because scattering occurs predomi-

nantly in the forward direction.

Under diffuse illumination such as complete cloud cover,

snow reflectance rs is calculated by integrating the diffuse re-

flectance rd over all incidence angles (Kokhanovsky, 2006):

rs =
∫ π

/2

0

rd(ϑ0) sin 2ϑ0dϑ0 (34)

The value of rs is called the diffuse reflectance under dif-

fuse illumination conditions or, in short, spherical albedo. It

follows in the same approximation (Kokhanovsky and Zege,

2004):

rs (λ) = exp(−p (λ)) (35)

Kokhanovsky (2006) has proposed to use the following rela-

tionship between the parameter p (λ) and the grain diameter

def =2aef for the case of pure snow:

p(λ) = 8
√

πχ (λ) def /λ (36)

Here χ (λ) is the imaginary part of the refractive index of ice,

as reported for example in Warren (1984). Then it follows:

rs(λ) = exp(−8
√

πχ (λ) def /λ) (37)

This simple equation has been used to calculate the spheri-

cal albedo of pure snow for different grain diameter, treating

snow as ice spheres (Fig. 11). Similarly, we have for the dif-

fuse reflectance, rd , (see Eqs. 28, 29):

rd(λ) = exp(−24
√

πχ (λ) def /λ)(1 + 2 cos ϑ0)/7) (38)

In the presence of absorbing impurities this equation must be

modified. In particular, in the case of absorption of light by

impurities that show much stronger absorption than ice, the

value of χ (λ) in Eqs. (37) and (38) must be substituted by the

function proportional to the product of the imaginary part of

the refractive index of an absorberχa (λ) and its volumetric

concentration, cs , (Kokhanovsky and Zege, 2004):

χ(λ) = Aχa(λ)cs (39)

where the value of A depends on the type of impurities. A

can be determined using Eqs. (37) and (38) and adequate

measurements. It can also be calculated using various the-

oretical models (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980).

In particular, the following model for the calculation of

the parameter p in Eq. (32) can be used. It is supposed in
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Fig. 12. The dependence of the diffuse reflectance at 400 nm on the

soot concentration (in ppm by volume, i.e. the volume fraction of

the snow occupied by soot particles), following Eq. 42. The solar

zenith angle is 60◦. Snow is composed of non-absorbing grains

with the effective grain diameter 200 or 500 µm, the snow density

is 0.275 g cm−3 in both cases, the asymmetry factor g is 0.75. Soot

particles are treated as Rayleigh scatterers with the refractive index

equal to 1.8–0.5i.

this model that the extinction is only due to scattering of

light by snow grains and by absorption caused by impuri-

ties (e.g. soot) treated as small Rayleigh scatterers. Then the

absorption coefficient is given by (Kokhanovsky, 2004):

Kabs = Nsf (n) γ (λ) Vs (40)

where Ns=cs/Vs is the number concentration of absorbing

particles, Vs is their average volume, cs is their average volu-

metric concentration, γ (λ) = 4πχa(λ)/λ, χa(λ)is the imag-

inary part of the refractive index of absorbing particles and

f (n) =9n/(n2+2)2, where n is the refractive index of ab-

sorbing particles. On the other hand, it follows for the ex-

tinction coefficient of large snow grains:

Kext =
3cg

def

(41)

where cg is the volume fraction of snow occupied by snow

grains, i.e. ρ=cgρice, and def is the diameter of ice spheres

with the same SSA as the snow. Therefore, one derives fi-

nally:

1 − ω0 ≡
Kabs

Kext
=

f (n) γ (λ) csdef

3cg

(42)

Fig. 13. The plane albedo of snow at the solar zenith angle ϑ0=30◦.

The measurements are from Painter et al. (2007). Calculations use

an effective grain diameter def =620 µm. The measured dust con-

centration is 0.37 mg/g.

and, therefore,

p =
4

3

√

f (n) γ (λ) csdef

cg(1−g)
(43)

where we accounted for the fact that ω0→1 in the spectral

region under study.

Using this result, one derives:

rs = exp

{

−
4

3

√

f (n) γ (λ) csdef

cg(1−g)

}

(44)

and

rd = exp

{

−
4u (ϑ0)

3

√

f (n) γ (λ) csdef

cg(1−g)

}

(45)

The dependence of rd on the concentration of impurities cs

is presented in Fig. 12, showing that volume fractions of soot

as low as 10 ppb, as encountered even in fairly pristine Arc-

tic areas (Clarke and Noone, 1985; Warren and Wiscombe,

1985) can have a noticeable impact on albedo. Figure 13,

based on recent data by Painter et al. (2007) shows that min-

eral dust also greatly decreases snow albedo. We were able to

reproduce the spectral plane albedo as described by Painter

et al. (2007) using the following equation :

rd = exp
[

−4u (ϑ0)
√

γef def

]

(46)

The effective absorption coefficient of snow was modeled as:

γef (λ) =
4

∑

l=1

clγl (λ) (47)
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where γl= 4πχl

λ
and parameters with l=1, 2, 3, 4 give the

contribution of absorption processes due to ice, liquid water,

dust, and soot in snow, respectively. The imaginary part of

the refractive index of ice, χ1, was taken from Warren (1984),

χ2 for water from Segelstein (1981) and Kou et al. (1993).

The dust refractive index was modeled using the following

equation:

χ3 (λ) = 0.0013 + 0.036 exp(−4.9λ) (48)

where λ is in µm. The best fit procedure gave the follow-

ing values of coefficients: c2=0.34, c3=0.00022 under the as-

sumption that c1=1 and c4=0. The spectrum could not be

fitted well without including liquid water.

2.9.3 Photochemistry in snow

Radiation, particularly UV, drives photochemistry both

above and inside the snow. The radiation above the snow

is enhanced by the high albedo of the snow. Many studies

have documented this effect (Madronich, 1987; Meier et al.,

1997; Simpson et al., 2002b). Additionally, the radiation in

the snow is enhanced. The snowpack enhancement comes

from the conversion of direct to diffuse radiation (Madronich,

1987; Simpson et al., 2002a; Lee-Taylor and Madronich,

2002). Laboratory studies have demonstrated that photolysis

rate coefficients modeled in snow agree with those measured

by chemical actinometry (Phillips and Simpson, 2005). A

number of studies have used chemical actinometry in snow

to measure photolysis rates directly (Qiu et al., 2002). Lab-

oratory studies have measured quantum yields for important

photochemical reactions in the snow; e.g. nitrate photolysis

(Honrath et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2000; Beine et al., 2002;

Simpson et al., 2002a), and hydrogen peroxide photolysis

(Chu and Anastasio, 2005). More details on photochemistry

in snow can be found in Grannas et al. (2007).

3 Physical properties of snow, as determined from re-

mote sensing

3.1 General remarks

Modeling the regional or global impact of snowpack photo-

chemistry requires the input of the physical properties of the

snowpack averaged over large areas. Obtaining such large

scale data from field observations is at best tedious and usu-

ally impossible, as in the case of large ice caps and snow

on sea ice, and upscaling ground observations to regional

scales requires remote sensing. Remote sensing methods

are based on measurements performed by optical and mi-

crowave instruments onboard satellites, and the combination

of data from different spectral ranges offers the best poten-

tial to complement field studies, as reviewed by Dozier and

Painter (2004). At present, however, the data that can be

retrieved from remote sensing is limited in its nature and ac-

curacy. Regarding the nature of the data, properties such as

albedo can be retrieved from optical instruments, but there is

no conceivable way to access properties such as heat conduc-

tivity or permeability. Regarding accuracy, retrieval of prop-

erties from satellite signals requires a number hypotheses re-

garding the shape of grains, the choice of a radiative transfer

and atmospheric correction model, the surface roughness, the

existence of sub-pixel bare soil or forest and the presence of

clouds, all of which are sources of error.

Despite those severe limitations, the need for data over

large areas makes remote sensing an invaluable tool for snow

studies. It is therefore essential to present here the current

state of remote sensing methods, and to stress their current

and foreseeable achievements, while mentioning clearly their

current limitations and the need for future progress.

3.2 Optical remote sensing

In the visible, the reflection function of snow-covered ar-

eas observed from satellites is not very sensitive to grain

size (Fig. 11) but it is highly sensitive to the fraction of the

ground covered by snow and to snow pollution. The low

sensitivity to grain size is due to the fact that grain sizes are

quite large and their scattering characteristics are hardly in-

fluenced by the size of particles outside of the diffraction

cone. However, the influence on the shape of particles re-

mains (Grenfell and Warren, 1999; Mischenko et al., 1999;

Neshyba et al., 2003; Zege and Kokhanovsky, 2004; Gren-

fell et al., 2005). A great simplification arises from the

fact that snow of sufficient thickness can be considered as a

semi-infinite scattering medium in the optical range. In gen-

eral, for fairly pure snow semi-infinite means about 50 cm in

the visible and 3 cm in the IR (Zhou et al., 2003). For ex-

ample, we calculate using methods mentioned in Sect. 2.9

and detailed in Kokhanovsky (2006) that for pure snow with

SSA=200 cm2 g−1 (def =320 µm), a 17 cm thick snowpack

will have an albedo value within 1% of a similar semi-

infinite snowpack. In the case of snow with impurities, the

semi-infinite approximation will be valid for much shallower

snowpacks. Adding 100 ppb of soot to the above example

will lower the previous value from 17 cm to 1.4 cm.

Yet another simplification is due to the fact that the stan-

dard radiative transfer equation can be used for the interpreta-

tion of optical measurements for densely packed snow grains

(Bohren and Beschta, 1979; Kokhanovsky and Zege, 2004).

This is due to the fact that grains are quite large as compared

to the wavelengths in the visible and near IR. Also, they are

only weakly absorbing. Therefore, coherent scattering ef-

fects are of no importance. This assumption, however, does

not hold for microwaves. Grains are then on the order of

the wavelength and the dense media theories must be used

instead of the standard radiative transfer equation. In partic-

ular, the spatial correlation of scatterers and its influences on

scattering characteristics must be fully accounted for (Tsang

et al., 2000).
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A third complication is that snow properties vary in the

vertical direction. Therefore, the retrieval of the grain size

using near IR measurements, where the snow reflection func-

tion is sensitive to the size of grains, combined with the as-

sumption of a vertically homogeneous layer will give dif-

ferent answers depending on the wavelength used (Li et al.,

2001; Zhou et al., 2003). Light of smaller wavelengths will

penetrate to deeper layers, because generally light absorption

by ice grains is smaller for smaller wavelengths. This means

that smaller wavelengths bring information not only from the

upper snow layer but also from much deeper regions. This is

generally not the case for larger wavelengths. Sizes retrieved

for different wavelengths can be used to estimate the verti-

cal inhomogeneity of a snow layer (Li et al., 2001). Future

methods of snow grain size retrieval must rely on the mea-

surements for a number of wavelengths (e.g., with a high

spectral resolution). This will enable the determination of

the grain size profile from the corresponding fitting routines.

The retrieval of the grain size is based on the fact that

the snow grain single scattering albedo, which can be deter-

mined from the reflection function measurements and theo-

retical model based on the radiative transfer theory (see, e.g.,

Mishchenko et al., 1999), is highly dependent on the size

of particles. Indeed larger sizes imply larger absorption of

light by grains, which can be detected from measurements of

the reflection function. For the retrieval of the single scatter-

ing of albedo, one must assume the phase function of snow.

In the past, Mie theory (Mie, 1908) has been used for this

purpose (Nolin and Dozier, 1993, 2000). Nowadays, vari-

ous non-spherical models are used (Mishchenko et al., 1999;

Kokhanovsky and Zege, 2004; Xie et al., 2006). We under-

line that equivalent spherical grain models can perform well

in the case of snow albedo measurements. However, satellite

instruments measure the reflection function for a given inci-

dence and observation directions. Therefore, they are based

on the measurements of the directional properties of a sur-

face, which differ for non-spherical and spherical scattering

models (Mishchenko et al., 1999). The application of spher-

ical models leads to the unphysical dependence of the grain

size on the illumination or observation geometry.

The grain size retrieved from near IR measurements can be

used to estimate the snow reflection function in the visible.

In ideal cases, i.e. if the snow layer can be considered semi-

infinite and vertically homogeneous, and in the absence of

outcropping rocks and vegetation, the difference between the

measured reflection function and the corresponding theoreti-

cal model can be attributed to pollutants in snow, at least for

dry snow. This enables the determination of the concentra-

tion of pollutants (Tanikawa et al., 2002) from space-borne

instrumentation assuming a type of a pollutant (soot, dust,

etc.). This is of importance because dirty snow reduces the

albedo of the planet and contributes to warming of the Earth-

atmosphere system (Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004; Flanner et

al., 2007). The reduction of snow albedo due to snow melting

must be not misinterpreted as the appearance of an additional

light absorber. For instance, Perovich (2007) found that the

snow albedo at 400 nm is reduced from 0.9 to 0.8 just due to

snowmelt.

The retrieval of snow grain size and concentration of pol-

lutants relies on the atmospherically corrected radiances. In

particular, atmospherically corrected satellite products from

the MODerate ResolutIon Spectrometer data (MODIS) (Ver-

mote and Vermeulen, 1999; Hall et al., 2001; Tedesco and

Kokhanovsky, 2007) or Global Imager (GLI) (Aoki et al.,

2007; Hori et al., 2007; Stamnes et al., 2007) data can be

used. The snow cover can be assessed directly from the snow

mask algorithm, e.g., as described by Hall et al. (2001) for

MODIS. MODIS enables the determination of snow cover

with the resolution of 250 m×250 m in the visible and near

IR, and 500×500 m in the mid IR. Remotely sensed snow pa-

rameters using the visible and near IR can be used in the re-

trieval of other snow parameters (e.g., the snow depth) from

microwave measurements.

The current capabilities of snow retrieval algorithms are

demonstrated by works of Bourdelles and Fily (1993); Fily et

al. (1997); Aoki et al. (2000); Nolin and Dozier (1993, 2000),

and Painter et al. (2003). In particular, Painter et al. (2003)

have found a good correlation between the retrieved grain

size and that measured on the ground. We stress here that the

grain size measured by an orbiting instrument corresponds to

the ratio of the volume of a grain to its surface area. This in-

formation is not readily available from 2-D image processing

in field studies, and SSA measurements would be preferable.

In many cases, however, complications arise because of:

– clouds, which can be difficult to differentiate from

snow;

– reflectance reduction by vegetation, soil, and rock;

– snow surface roughness;

– vertical inhomogeneity of pollutants in snow;

– atmospheric corrections including the discrimination of

soot in air above snow from soot deposited in snow;

– thin bright snow layers over dirty snow such as surface

hoar and diamond dust;

– the difficulty to separate the effects of snowmelt from

those of snow impurities on snow albedo.

These difficulties can result in large error in the analysis of

optical remote sensing data. These errors can in theory be re-

duced by multispectral analysis, i.e. by using data from sev-

eral optical bands, or even better, from hyperspectral analy-

sis, i.e. by using data from an even larger number of bands

that will include microwave frequencies. The current state of

such complex analysis methods have been nicely detailed by

Dozier and Painter (2004). Further up-to-date information

on the satellite remote sensing of snow using the broad spec-

tral range from UV to microwaves is given in a recent special

issue of Remote Sensing of Environment (Tedesco, 2007).
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3.3 Microwave remote sensing

Microwave sensors usually operate at a single or at several

frequencies in the range 1 GHz–100 GHz (or higher for atmo-

spheric sounding). This range corresponds to wavelengths

from a few millimeters (a bit larger than snow grains diam-

eter) up to 30 cm (the depth of an Arctic snowpack or of

an Alpine snow layer). Passive microwave sensors (called

radiometers) measure the radiation naturally emitted by the

surface. Their spatial resolution is coarse, typically a few

tens of kilometers. Active sensors illuminate the surface and

measure the echo. Active instruments include scatterometers

(imagers with resolution of few kilometers), synthetic aper-

ture radars (SAR, imagers with decametric resolution) and

altimeters (nadir looking radar).

Microwave remote sensing has the advantages that it ob-

serves the surface even in cloudy conditions, that it is weakly

sensitive to the water vapor or aerosol thickness (except at

some frequency bands) and that it does not rely on solar il-

lumination. These advantages are crucial for applications re-

quiring high temporal resolution such as the daily monitoring

of the snow cover, or studies during the polar winter.

Methods to retrieve several snow physical variables us-

ing microwave remote sensing have been developed and im-

proved for about 3 decades, initially, methods were devel-

oped to derive a single variable from the data. This concerns

the following variables:

– The presence of snow on the ground.

– The snow depth and snow water equivalent (SWE) on

the ground.

– The net accumulation. This is inherently the same vari-

able as the SWE, but applied to ice caps.

– The presence (and possibly in the future the amount) of

liquid water in the snowpack.

In most cases, the accuracy of the retrieval is difficult to as-

sess especially at the continental and global scales but it is

often found insufficient for numerous applications. Never-

theless further improvements are still expected since more

sophisticated algorithms are being written to retrieve simul-

taneously several interdependent variables, that include the

former ones as well as:

– The snowpack temperature profile.

– The grain size.

– The layering of the snowpack.

– The surface roughness.

Before addressing the specific retrieval methods of each vari-

able, we briefly recall in the next section the bases of the in-

teractions between microwaves and snow. We also review

the forward models developed to predict microwave obser-

vations from snow characteristics.

3.3.1 Background: interactions between microwaves and

snow

Interactions between snow and microwaves differ from those

with visible/infrared radiation by two main features:

– Microwaves penetrate deeper through dry snow. The

e-folding depth depends on the absorption within the

ice, scattering by the snow grains, and on reflection

at the boundaries between snow layers. Absorption

mainly increases with density and scattering increases

with grain size and frequency. The typical one-way

e-folding depth is as large as hundreds of meters at

1 GHz (e.g. frequency of the SMOS radiometer and

ALOS radar), about 10 m at 5 GHz (e.g. ENVISAT

ASAR radar and ERS altimeter), 2 or 3 m at 19 GHz

(e.g. SSM/I radiometer), 0.5 m at 37 GHz (SSM/I).

– The presence of liquid water in the snow radically in-

creases the absorption of microwaves and as a conse-

quence greatly reduces the e-folding depth (to 1 cm at

19 GHz). Even a few percent of liquid water content

efficiently absorbs microwaves. In practice, this differ-

ence between wet and dry snow implies that 1) differ-

entiating wet from dry snow is easy, but 2) variable-

retrieval algorithms work for dry snow only. Mi-

crowave measurements, therefore, can be used to screen

snowmelt cases for snow optical remote sensing algo-

rithms. This can be done, e.g., using synergy of mi-

crowave and optical sensors on European Space Agency

Environmental Satellite (ENVISAT) (http://envisat.esa.

int/).

3.3.2 Passive measurements

Radiometers measure the thermal emission of the Earth ex-

pressed by the brightness temperature. The brightness tem-

perature Tb of an opaque medium such as soil or rock is given

by:

Tb = εmw × Ts (49)

where εmw is the emissivity and Ts the surface temperature.

For a transparent medium such as the snowpack, the re-

lationship is more complex, as emission reaching the sur-

face originates from a depth related to the e-folding depth.

Soil covered by snow can therefore contribute to the emis-

sion. Usually, radiometers acquire Tb at several frequencies

(e.g. 19, 22, 37 and 85 GHz for SSM/I) and two polarisations:

vertical and horizontal. For a rigorous calculation of Tb, ra-

diative transfer equations need to be solved in the snowpack

and at some frequencies in the atmosphere (e.g. 22 GHz is

highly sensitive to water vapor, 37 GHz and higher are sen-

sitive to intense liquid precipitation). Earlier snow radiative

transfer models were based on the strong fluctuation theory

(Stogryn 1986, Surdyk and Fily, 1993 and 1994). The HUT

(Helsinki University of Technology) snow emission model
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is semi-empirical (Pulliainen et al., 1999). It treats homo-

geneous snowpacks and includes vegetation effects, which

are especially important in boreal regions. MEMLS (Mi-

crowave Emission Model of Layered Snowpacks, Wiesmann

and Mätzler, 1999) or the model based on Dense Media Ra-

diative Transfer (Macelloni et al., 2001) are more complex,

accounting for a multi-layered snowpack and for reflections,

interference effects, etc.

3.3.3 Active measurements

Active sensors measure the energy emitted by an antenna

and scattered in the backward direction expressed by the

backscattering coefficient σ0. The coefficient σ0 is sensitive

to the scattering properties of the snowpack while thermal

emission is negligible. Modeling the backscattering coeffi-

cient knowing the snow properties is also based on the ra-

diative transfer theory (Zurk et al., 1996; Wen et al., 1990;

Bingham and Drinkwater, 2000) and share common issues

with modeling in passive mode.

3.3.4 Application 1: Continental snow cover extent

The most advanced application of microwave remote sensing

on continental surfaces is probably the large scale determina-

tion of the areal extent of the snow cover (Grody and Basist,

1996; Mialon et al., 2005). The detection is based on the fact

that snow attenuates the waves coming from the soil. In pas-

sive mode, the soil has a higher Tb than dry snow because it

is both warmer and has an higher emissivity. As snow depth

increases, the soil upwelling waves are attenuated and the

brightness temperature decreases. The decreased amplitude

depends on the snow scattering properties and this is usu-

ally enhanced at higher frequencies (except in special cases:

Rosenfeld and Grody, 2000). This specific spectral signature

is used to discriminate snow from soil. In active mode, the

soil acts as an opaque rough surface that backscatters effi-

ciently the incoming wave. Soil backscattering coefficients

are about one order of magnitude higher than those of dry

snow. The snow layer attenuates the backscattered energy,

thus decreasing the backscattering coefficient of bare soil.

The monitoring of snow areal extent using microwaves is

possible daily even during polar winter because it does not

require sun illumination (Groody et al., 1991), and is insen-

sitive to cloud cover. However, thin snow covers are unde-

tected by microwave because of their larger penetration depth

than in the visible/infrared, especially at the lowest frequen-

cies (Armstrong and Brodzik, 2001). The combination of

both microwave and visible/infrared observations offers the

best potential (Romanov et al., 2000) but requires accurate

cloud detection and daylight.

3.3.5 Application 2: Snow Depth and Snow Water Equiva-

lent

A lot of effort has been devoted to retrieve Snow Depth (SD)

and Snow Water Equivalent (SWE: the height of water that

would be obtained by melting a column of snow), for in-

stance for hydrological applications (Grippa et al., 2005). SD

and SWE retrieval is based on the same principle as the snow

areal extent, but the idea is here to quantify the absorption

due to the snow covering the soil. Most studies use pas-

sive microwave techniques as in the early work of Chang

et al. (1987). The uncertainties in the method are mainly

caused by the variations of attenuation due to grain size and

density that change both spatially and through the season due

to metamorphism. Other effects such as the presence of for-

est or wet snow further complicate the interpretation. Many

methods have been developed to deal directly or indirectly

with metamorphism including empirical methods (Josberger

and Mognard, 2002; Grippa et al., 2004), statistical methods

(Davis et al. 1993; Tedesco et al. 2003; Chang and Rango,

2000) and physical model-based methods (Pulliainen et al.,

1999; Pulliainen, 2006; Wilson et al., 1999; Guo et al., 2003).

Figure 14 shows the snow depth retrieved in Siberia with

metamorphism accounted for using an empirical approach

(Grippa et al., 2004).

Even under favorable conditions, such as over grassland,

these methods are still insufficient for most applications but

improvements can be expected as more prior information and

physical constraints will be added in the retrieval process (see

Sect. 3.3.8).

Methods using SAR (high resolution radar) have also been

proposed (Bernier et al., 1999) to get much finer resolution

(∼100 m versus 25 km with passive microwave) at the ex-

pense of temporal resolution (monthly versus daily). Re-

trieval of SWE using both the ERS altimeter and passive

measurements were also investigated (Papa et al., 2002).

3.3.6 Application 3: Net accumulation

On ice sheets (Antarctica, Greenland), annual net accumula-

tion is a key-variable of the mass balance and measures the

amount of snow (in water equivalent height) left each year. A

dedicated method was developed for Greenland (Winebren-

ner et al., 2001) and Antarctica (Arthern et al., 2006) using

passive microwaves at low frequency (6 GHz).

Snow is usually a stratified medium where the dielectric

constant varies due to vertical variations in density. These

variations are seen as interfaces by microwaves and at each

interface, wave reflection and transmission occur. The inter-

esting point is that vertically (V) polarized waves are more

transmitted than horizontally (H) polarised waves, especially

near the Brewster angle (about 50◦). In passive mode, the V

polarized waves emitted by the lowest layers are more trans-

mitted than the H polarized ones and escape more easily from

the medium. As a consequence, the difference between H
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Fig. 14. Mean February Snow Depth (1989–2001) in Siberia retrieved using passive microwave data (Grippa et al., 2004). The algorithm

uses the difference between the brightness temperatures at 19 and 37 GHz. It accounts empirically for the increase in snow grain size during

the season.

and V polarized brightness temperatures is roughly propor-

tional to the number of layers within the penetration depth.

Furthermore, using the observed inverse correlation between

the accumulation rate and the number of layers in a given

snow depth (Shuman et al., 2001) allows an estimation of the

snow accumulation rate. The validation of the method is still

needed.

In active mode, a different method to derive accumula-

tion based on the difference between backscattering coeffi-

cients at various incidence angles was developed for Green-

land (Drinkwater et al., 2001; Forster et al., 1999).

3.3.7 Application 4: Melting/refreezing and liquid water

content

The presence of liquid water is easy to detect as it sig-

nificantly increases the absorption. In passive mode, as

absorptivity equals emissivity (Kirchhoff’s law), emissivity

and in turn brightness temperature increase from dry to wet

snow. In active mode, the increased absorption decreases

the backscattering coefficient coming from the soil. Vari-

ous techniques were developed for both passive and active,

for Greenland (Albdalati and Steffen, 1997 and 2001; Wies-

mann, 2000), Antarctica (Torinesi et al., 2003; Picard and

Fily, 2006; Liu et al., 2006) and boreal regions (Kimball et

al., 2004). These methods have been successful to detect the

presence/absence of water and the next step in the future may

be to derive quantitatively the liquid water content.

3.3.8 Application 5: Other variables: density, grain size

and temperature

While it has been known for a long time that microwaves

were sensitive to snow variables such as density, grain size

and temperature (e.g. Ulaby et al., 1981; Mätzler, 1994; Sher-

jal and Fily, 1994; Surdyk 2002), retrieving these variables is

difficult even with a moderate accuracy. It is now clear that it

is not possible to retrieve these variables individually, i.e. by

stand-alone algorithms. The simultaneous retrieval of many

snow variables based on complex physical models and in-

version techniques seems the most promising route. Earlier

works on this route use neural network (NN) trained by an

electromagnetic emission model (Tsang et al., 1992; Davis

et al., 1993). Recently, various inversion techniques were

used instead of the NN (Pulliainen et al., 2006; Flach et al.,

2005; Guo et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 1999). In any case,

the idea is the same: add physical information provided by

forward models to constrain as much as possible the inver-

sion. Future developments will likely make use of forward

radiative transfer models at multiple wavelengths from UV

to microwaves coupled with models of the physical evolu-

tion of the snowpack.

4 Developing snow photochemistry models from snow

physics models

4.1 General considerations

Mathematical and numerical models are useful for test-

ing hypotheses about snow-air interactions, the impact of

snow photochemistry on atmospheric chemistry, and post-

depositional changes of snow properties and chemistry. The

choice of conceptual approach, model development, and use

of models depends strongly on the desired application. There

are over a hundred different snow models, and their de-

tailed description is beyond the scope of this paper. Here

we discuss some of the existing models that simulate aspects

of the physics relevant to air-snow exchange for the study

of atmospheric chemistry. Similarly, there are hundreds of

atmospheric chemistry models that simulate heat, momen-

tum, and chemical exchange within the atmosphere, and it
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is beyond the scope of this chapter to describe all of them,

since none of them currently address processes in the under-

lying snow. Below, we describe classes of existing models

and stress where aspects of those models may be useful to

the current topic.

The dimensionality of any model constrains the processes

that it can explicitly address. Zero-dimensional models can-

not include effects of physical processes or movement, and

are not used in physical modelling, however “box” models

are used in atmospheric chemistry where they perform an ac-

counting of the species for what is put into and taken out of

the box. This is useful for problems involving complicated

stoichiometry. One-dimensional (1-D) models are needed

for gradient-driven processes, such as diffusion, when the

driving gradients act along a straight line. One-dimensional

models are reasonable choices in snowmelt hydrology and

in boundary layer atmospheric chemistry when the energy

driving the exchange is primarily in the vertical direction,

and in cases where movement in other directions can be ig-

nored. Because situations involving flow and advection are

rarely unidirectional, parameterizations of multidimensional

phenomena must be developed if they are to be simulated in

1-D models. The use of eddy diffusivities is an example of

a parameterization of a multidimensional situation for use in

1-D modeling. Multidimensional models are used when any

geometry other than a straight line is important in the prob-

lem, and usually involve problems of convective flow and

transport, although they are used in cases of diffusion when

the geometry of the problem requires it. Examples where

multidimensional models are needed include wind-driven in-

terstitial air flow and transport over and through rough sur-

faces, investigations of flow and transport around sampling

equipment, etc.

4.2 Snow physics models

A number of 1-D models exist for snow that are driven by

a surface energy balance boundary condition and use data

input for changing meteorological conditions to drive simu-

lations of snow accumulation, densification, and melt. The

domain of these models extends from the snow surface down

to the ground or underlying strata. Examples of such mod-

els include SNTHERM (Jordan, 1991), CROCUS (Brun et

al., 1992) and SNOWPACK (Lehning et al., 1999). The gov-

erning equation is 1-D heat conduction, snow is assumed to

be a continuum, and parameterizations for effects of grain

growth and changing snow properties over time are included.

Models of this type are most often used for forecasting snow

conditions for hydrological applications (e.g. Mote et al.,

2003), solving heat transfer problems (e.g. Jordan and An-

dreas, 1999), and for use in modelling snow parameter evo-

lution (e.g. Lefebre et al., 2003; Zappa et al., 2004).

Multidimensional snow physics models have been devel-

oped to study issues of flow and transport in snow. Like the

models described above, their domain usually extends from

the snow surface down to the ground or underlying strata,

and they sometimes also have an upper boundary condition

involving a surface energy balance using meteorological data

to drive time-varying simulations. The governing equations

involve a coupled set of partial differential equations, one

that solves for the flow field using boundary conditions of

pressure or prescribed flow, along with a partial differential

equation describing advective-diffusive transport of a scalar

(temperature or chemical species) with the flow. Examples

of models in this category include the ventilation models of

Albert (1996), Albert and Shultz (2002), and Neumann and

Waddington (2004). Modelling has shown that layering is

a first-order effect in transport in the snow and that buried

high-permeability layers can act as conduits for faster flow-

ing air (Albert, 1999), that ventilation impacts the sublima-

tion of snow (Albert, 2004) and the isotopic content of snow

(Neumann and Waddington, 2004), and that sampling of firn

air needs to account for surface air filtration to the subsurface

for sampling chemistry in firn air (Albert et al., 2002). The

snow properties that are required input for the snow physics

models above include snow density, permeability, and ther-

mal conductivity.

Since atmospheric input data cannot be obtained with the

necessary resolution to make two- or three dimensional sim-

ulations of the snow in a real domain, the higher dimensional

models have only been used for idealized process studies.

Any real domain simulation of the snow cover will be with

distributed 1-D models (Lehning et al., 2006) for any fore-

seeable future. The most advanced process representation

has been achieved with physical models used for avalanche

warning. The models SNOWPACK (Lehning et al., 1999)

and CROCUS (Brun et al., 1991) have a full set of metamor-

phism parameters, which help describe not only the energy

and mass balance in snow but also the development of snow

types, storing the full metamorphic history of deposited snow

and linking the bulk properties conductivity and viscosity

to snow microstructure (Lehning et al., 2002a). Lehning et

al. (2002b) also show that the effect of snow ventilation can

be included in a one-dimensional model using a parameter-

ization of the thermal conductivity and diffusivity, although

recent wind tunnel measurements show that this effect may

have been overestimated previously.

4.3 Current approaches to model snow photochemistry

Models for investigating snow chemistry to date have each

concentrated on one chemical species or one class of species,

and have parameterized the creation and decay of that species

in the code. Thus they have not included details of het-

erogeneous chemistry or photochemical processes. Models

of this type include one-dimensional investigations of hy-

drogen peroxide in snow by McConnell et al. (1998) and

formaldehyde in snow by Hutterli et al. (1999). The mod-

els of McConnell and Hutterli incorporate the 1-D snow

physics model SNTHERM (Jordan, 1999) to calculate the
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snow temperature under varying meteorological conditions,

but also include separate modules to calculate the diffusion of

chemical species. Ventilation was accommodated in the Mc-

Connell model by increasing the gas diffusivity parameter.

None of the 1-D models explicitly calculate the flow field,

which is a multidimensional phenomenon. Two-dimensional

models that calculate both the flow field and transport of

chemical species have been used to investigate ozone de-

struction (Albert et al., 2002) and isotopic evolution in snow

(Neumann and Waddington, 2004), both with parameteriza-

tion of the chemical source/sink.

The aspects that these models need to describe include the

transport of scalars such as heat, mass or chemical species.

Such transports can be described by the governing transport

equations for non-reactive gases, or reactive gases for which

the reactions have been parameterized. For example, gas

transport through snow is described by the following equa-

tion in one dimension, which allows for the parameterization

of chemical reactions:

φa

∂Ca

∂t
+ φav

∂Ca

∂x
= φa

∂

∂x

[

Da

∂Ca

∂x

]

+ Sc (50)

where Ca is the concentration of the species in the air space,

t is time, x is spatial location, v is the interstitial air flow ve-

locity (usually taken to be Darcy flow through snow), Da is

the diffusivity of the gas in snow, φa is the porosity, and Sc

is the source term. If there is no air flow through the snow,

then v=0, the velocity term on the left hand side of Eq. (47)

drops out, and the interstitial transport in that case is by sim-

ple gas diffusion. The source term, Sc, may take on various

forms depending on the type of chemistry modeling being

used to estimate reversible transfer between the ice crystals

and the interstitial air. Firn air chemistry models published

to date can be considered parameterized models, in that they

use parameterizations to relate gas concentrations in the ice

to those in the firn air, rather than tackle the detailed stoi-

chiometry involved in the reactions. A typical parameterized

model estimates the chemical exchange between the ice crys-

tal and the firn air as :

− Sc = θikb(CaKD−Ci) (51)

where kb is a mass transfer coefficient, KD is the ice-air

equilibrium partition coefficient (both of which are temper-

ature dependent), θi is the ice fraction, Ca is the concentra-

tion in air and Ci is the concentration in ice. Models of this

type include those of McConnell et al. (1998) and Hutterli et

al. (1999).

The interstitial air flow velocity is given by Darcy’s law

(Eq. 6) and depends on the viscosity of air, on the snow per-

meability, and on the spatial pressure gradient. The anal-

ogous equations for heat transfer are given by Albert and

McGilvary (1992). The transport of water vapor through the

snow is described by:

∂ρv

∂t
+ v

∂ρv

∂x
=

∂

∂x

[

Ds

∂ρv

∂x

]

+ Sv (52)

where ρv is water vapor density, v is the interstitial air flow

(ventilation) velocity, Ds is the diffusion coefficient for vapor

flow in snow, and Sv is the source of water vapor due to phase

change, where

Sv = hmSSA(ρv,sat − ρv) (53)

where hm is the mass transfer coefficient, SSA is the specific

surface area of the snow, and ρv,sat is the saturated vapor

density (Albert and McGilvary, 1992). Experimental deter-

mination of the mass transfer coefficient in snow is given in

Neumann et al. (20082).

Albert and McGilvary (1992) demonstrated that the heat

transfer associated with vapor transport is significant in the

determination of the overall temperature profile of a venti-

lated snow sample, but that the major temperature effects are

controlled by the balance between the heat carried by the dry

air flow through the snow and heat conduction due to the

temperatures imposed at the boundaries. For high porosity

snows such as fresh snow or depth hoar, the thermal con-

ductivity is sufficiently low that air flow through snow can

cause advection-controlled temperature profiles. This was

demonstrated in a field experiment (Albert and Hardy, 1995)

where the immediate temperature effects from ventilation

appeared when flow was induced in natural seasonal snow.

For lower porosity, higher conductivity snow, such as wind-

packed snow or firn, the thermal conductivity is sufficiently

high that the temperature profile will be dominated by the

heat conduction profile, even though there may be significant

air flow through the snow (Albert and McGilvary, 1992).

Some simpler approaches have attempted to model snow

chemistry without describing transport. In particular, persis-

tent organic pollutants have a simple behavior in snow, be-

cause they are unreactive and are thought to undergo only

adsorption/desorption processes, and box models have been

used to describe their exchanges between the atmosphere and

the snow (Daly and Wania, 2004). However, these models

are not able to treat detailed snow processes and the numeri-

cal solution of a joint atmosphere-snow model with a detailed

representation of snow models has not yet been achieved.

Next-generation snow photochemistry models will need to

improve upon the 1-D modeling above by including variables

that are crucial to quantify chemistry, such as specific surface

area (SSA) and light fluxes in the snow, and a more sophisti-

cated description of the actual photochemical processes tak-

ing place in the snow. Coupling with 1-D modeling of atmo-

spheric chemistry will be required to permit investigations

of the complicated phenomena across the atmosphere-snow

interface.

Regarding SSA, this variable can change rapidly during

metamorphism (Cabanes et al., 2003; Legagneux et al., 2004;

Taillandier et al., 2007) and these changes must be described.

2Neumann, T. A., Albert, M. R., Engel, C., Courville, Z. R., and

Perron, F. E.: Sublimation rate and the mass-transfer coefficient for

snow sublimation, in review, Int. J. Heat. Mass. Tran., 2008.
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Fig. 15. Possible locations of reactive species in snow, using the ex-

ample of H2O2. H2O2 can be located in the gas phase, adsorbed on

the surface of snow grains, or dissolved within snow grains or at the

boundary between grains, and move between these compartments.

Other species can also be contained in aerosol particles trapped in

the snow.

Since models such as SNOWPACK and CROCUS provide

a detailed description of known snow metamorphism, it is

possible that they can also be used to parameterize snow

SSA. Likewise, SNTHERM describes crystal size distribu-

tion and might be used to predict SSA. Domine et al. (2007)

propose to determine SSA from density using empirical cor-

relations, and show that also taking into account the snow

crystal type, which is predicted by these models, leads to

good predictions. Alternatively, it may be possible to use

Eqs. (14) and (15) detailed in Sect. 2.3 to predict SSA from

the age and metamorphic history of the snow. The model

of Flanner and Zender (2006) may also be used, although it

would increase computing time. A thorough assessment of

the error on the rate of SSA decreases induced by approxi-

mating crystals by spheres is also in order. Regarding the

light flux in snow, models such as SNOWPACK and CRO-

CUS also have versions that calculate the shortwave radia-

tion flux in wavelength bands for each snow layer (Meirold-

Mautner and Lehning, 2004), and this may represent a first

step towards predicting light fluxes in snow photochemistry

models. However, as detailed in Sect. 2e, the attenuation of

UV and visible light in snow is mostly due to absorption by

impurities. Since these absorbers mostly come from the at-

mosphere, an atmosphere-snow coupled model will probably

be required to predict depth-resolved light fluxes in snow.

But the greatest difficulty in writing an integrated snow

photochemistry model is doubtless the description of the

photochemistry itself. Our current limitations in our under-

standing of this field are detailed in Grannas et al. (2007). In

the next section, we briefly develop those aspects most re-

lated to snow physics.

Fig. 16. Measurements and calculations of the thickness of the sur-

face premelt layer as given by various authors using several meth-

ods: ellipsometry, ELD (Elbaum et al., 1993), FYK (Furukawa et

al., 1987) and BN, (Beaglehole and Nason, 1980); proton chan-

neling, GJ (Golecki and Jaccard, 1978); theoretical predictions, F

(Fletcher, 1962, 1968) and ES (Elbaum and Schick, 1991). c: basal

surfaces; a: prismatic surfaces (Adapted with permission from

Ebaum et al., 1993. Copyright 1993 Elsevier).

4.4 The challenge of describing actual snow photochem-

istry in snow physics models

Snow forms a complex multiphase photocatalytic reactor un-

der the influence of the solar radiation (e.g. Domine and

Shepson, 2002) where reactive species can be located in the

interstitial air, in aerosol particles trapped in the snow, within

ice crystals, at the ice-air interface, or in the disordered sur-

face layer of ice crystals (Fig. 15). A full snow photochem-

istry model has to consider chemical reactions in these differ-

ent compartments, although the properties of some of these

compartments are poorly characterized. In particular, the sur-

face layer of ice crystals has stirred much interest, interroga-

tions, and controversy (Baker and Nelson, 1996; Baker and

Dash, 1996; Chen and Crutzen, 1994, 1996; Knight, 1996a,

b). Various experimental studies using ellipsometry (Bea-

glehole and Nason, 1980; Elbaum et al., 1993; Furukawa et

al., 1987b), atomic force microscopy (Döppenschmidt and

Butt, 2000), or X-Ray diffraction (Dosch, 1992; Dosch et al.,

1995; Lied et al., 1994) have provided clear evidence that a

special disordered surface layer exists on ice with a thick-

ness of a few tens of nanometers down to temperatures of

10–20◦C below the ice melting point (e.g. Dash et al., 1995;

2006). This layer is often called the quasi-liquid layer (QLL)

because it has some liquid-like properties. For example, the

refractive index (Furukawa et al., 1987a, b) and the diffusion

constant (Mizuno and Hanafusa, 1987) are intermediate be-

tween those of water and ice. Moreover, further observed
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effects such as the degree of disorder and layer thickness in-

crease with rising temperature (Fig. 16), which is consistent

with theoretical predictions based on molecular dynamics

calculations (e.g. Girardet and Toubin, 2001), wetting the-

ory (Dash et al., 2006; Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999), or

multimolecular adsorption (Henson, 2005).

Recently Kahan and Donaldson (2007) have used

molecules and chemical processes to probe the very surface

of the QLL. By comparing fluorescence spectra and photol-

ysis rates of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons adsorbed on

ice and water surfaces, they concluded that the surface of the

QLL is different from that of water. This conclusion was later

confirmed by a Raman spectroscopic study of the surfaces of

ice and water, which showed different degrees of hydrogen

bonding between the water molecules at the surface of ice

and water (Kahan et al., 2007).

Physical and chemical methods therefore indicate that

both the QLL and its very surface are different from liquid

water. The QLL therefore is not simply a layer of super-

cooled water on top of the ice surface, which would freeze

readily in contact with ice. It rather exists because it lowers

the ice-air interfacial energy. Moreover, the presence of im-

purities on the ice surface increases surface disorder as sug-

gested from theoretical considerations (Beaglehole, 1991;

Wettlaufer, 1999). Indeed, experimental evidence exists that

the presence of HCl induces some disorder on the ice surface

down to a temperature of 200 K (McNeill et al., 2006) and

that a disordered phase forms in frozen brine solutions (Cho

et al., 2002).

Due to its liquid-like properties, it is tempting to use liq-

uid phase reaction rate coefficients to model QLL chemistry.

Laboratory studies concerning photochemical reactions in

snow and ice have been analyzed using established liquid

phase reaction pathways. For example, liquid phase mech-

anisms were applied to the photolysis of nitrate in ice and

snow (Honrath et al., 2000; Dubowski et al., 2001; Chu and

Anastasio, 2003; Cotter et al., 2003; Boxe et al., 2005, 2006;

Jacobi et al., 2006). The approach has been justified a poste-

riori by the good agreement of the experimental results with

the description using the liquid phase mechanism. More-

over, Chu and Anastasio (2003, 2005) demonstrated that the

temperature-dependent quantum yields of the nitrate and hy-

drogen peroxide photolysis in ice agree well with quantum

yields obtained in liquid solutions and extrapolated to sub-

zero temperatures. More recently, Jacobi and Hilker (2007)

proposed a simplified reaction mechanism including reaction

rates for the photolysis of NO−
3 in natural snow based on

the assumptions described above. After adjusting the liq-

uid phase rate constants, a good agreement was obtained

between the calculated and the observed concentration time

profiles of nitrate and nitrite. These laboratory studies seem

to indicate that for the chosen experimental conditions the

investigated reactions proceed in a QLL having properties

similar to those of liquid water.

However, it is not clear how these laboratory studies can

be applied to natural snow. In some cases, the results of labo-

ratory studies might be biased because concentrations higher

than those present in natural snow were applied, leading to

the formation of a thicker QLL or even a true aqueous phase

as predicted by phase diagrams. Nevertheless, some of these

studies used impurity concentrations in the µM range typ-

ical of natural snow, and led to the same conclusions. Of

more concern is the fact that some studies used droplets of

solutions that were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen as a snow

mimic, resulting in very small crystals with a large num-

ber of triple junctions, where a true liquid phase may have

been present. This interpretation is consistent with the work

of Huthwelker et al. (2001) who showed that temperature-

dependent SO2 uptake into packed ice bed can be explained

by the dissolution into triple junctions, rather than by the up-

take into a quasi-liquid layer. This may then explain why the

observed chemistry could be described using liquid phase

rate coefficients. Clearly, understanding the differences in

the microstructure between natural snow and snow mimics is

crucial to understand photochemical processes in both natu-

ral snow and in laboratory experiments.

Experimental studies of gas adsorption on ice at temper-

atures relevant to most snowpacks (T>−35◦C) are limited

(Huthwelker et al., 2006) and include compounds like nitric

acid, sulphur dioxide, hydrogen peroxide, nitrogen oxides,

1-pentanol, acetic acid, and phenanthrene on ice surfaces

(Conklin et al., 1993; Clapsaddle and Lamb, 1989; Laird

and Sommerfeld, 1995; Clegg and Abbatt, 2001; Bartels-

Rausch et al., 2002; Sokolov and Abbatt, 2002; Domine et

al. 2007b). There are also a few studies of the sorption of or-

ganic compounds on snow (Roth et al., 2004; Domine et al.,

2007b). While the location of most absorbed trace gases in

snow is unknown, laboratory experiments indicate that acidic

gases, such as HCl, HNO3, SO2, and HONO also diffuse into

a yet unexplained reservoir (Huthwelker et al., 2006). For

H2O2, similar conclusions can be drawn from both labora-

tory experiments (Conklin et al. 1993b) and field measure-

ments (Jacobi et al., 2002), which showed that more than 80

% of the hydrogen peroxide in the fresh snow was not located

at the surface of the snow crystals. At first sight, bulk up-

take processes appear somewhat surprising as ionic species

are much more soluble in water than in the ice crystal ma-

trix (e.g. Gross and Svec, 1997; Thibert and Domine, 1997,

1998). Hence, one would expect ionic concentrations to be

much higher in any liquid-like or liquid confined reservoirs,

such as the QLL, grain boundaries or triple junctions. How-

ever, at present, there is no convincing identification of the

reservoir. It is noteworthy that, in contrast to acidic gases,

the uptake of most organic vapours can be explained solely

by adsorption without invoking any bulk process (Roth et al.,

2004; Bartels-Rausch et al., 2005).

Similar to the QLL, grain boundaries and triple junctions

that form during snow metamorphism are other poorly char-

acterized compartments. They are possibly disordered or

may consist of a bulk liquid solution due to the melting point
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depression induced by dissolved impurities and the Kelvin

effect of curved surfaces (Nye, 1991; Mader, 1992a, b). Sul-

phates and other ions have indeed been found in triple junc-

tions using different microscopic techniques (Mulvaney et

al., 1988; Fukazawa et al., 1998; Cullen and Baker, 2001,

2002; Barnes et al., 2002; Baker et al., 2003; Barnes and

Wolff, 2004). Such reservoirs may be suspected to have a

profound impact on chemical processes in snow.

While the QLL may be successfully invoked for qualita-

tive interpretation of chemical processes in snow, it must be

stressed that no direct experimental evidence exists for its

role in chemical reactions on the ice surface, since it is cur-

rently impossible to distinguish between processes on the ice

surface or in the QLL. Other uncertainties include the ex-

act nature of the QLL and its volume, the exact distribution

of the impurities between the different compartments, and in

particular the location (particulate vs. other phases) and spe-

ciation of organic impurities in the snow.

From a fundamental point of view, complex chemical

transformations in multiphase systems can be treated using

differential equations of the following form:

dCI,n

dt
= PI,n − LI,nCI,n + TI,n (54)

where CI,n is the concentration of the species I in compart-

ment n, t is time, PI,n is the chemical production of species

I in compartment n, LI,n is the chemical sink of species I

in compartment n, and Ti,n is the transport loss or gain of

species I in compartment n with respect to adjacent compart-

ments. Because the chemical and transport terms depend on

concentrations of other species or concentrations in different

compartments, these equations constitute a set of dependent

differential equations, which need to be solved using estab-

lished integration schemes.

Further crucial parameters when modelling snowpack pro-

cesses are the specific surface area (SSA), the number den-

sity and size of the grain boundaries and triple junctions, the

thickness of the QLL, and the number density and location

of aerosol particles trapped in snow.

For practical matters, using all these parameters in a gen-

eral scheme poses a difficult task, since we lack detailed

knowledge about compartment sizes and the concentrations,

solubility, reaction and photolysis rates of the various species

involved in the different compartments. Another possible ap-

proach, avoiding the difficulty of knowing where reactants

are in the vicinity of the ice surface, would be to use effec-

tive rate coefficients including reactions in all compartments.

This would enable the description of snow chemistry without

requiring data that will probably not be available in the near

future. However, such effective coefficients will probably de-

pend on overall snow chemistry and physical properties, so

that their predictive value will be limited.

5 Conclusions

This overview shows that snow is a complex multiphase

medium whose physical properties change over time. Even

though the physics governing these changes is not fully un-

derstood, many experimental studies have produced empiri-

cal relationships that have allowed the construction of snow

physics models that reproduce in a satisfactory manner ob-

servations of snow evolution. Several complications arise if

snow photochemistry is to be described by snow models.

The first one is to parameterize adequately variables of

specific importance to photochemistry such as specific sur-

face area (SSA) and the light flux in the snow. Recent ex-

perimental and modeling studies of SSA (Legagneux et al.,

2002; Flanner and Zender, 2006; Taillandier et al., 2007;

Domine et al., 2007a) provide some basis for the parame-

terization of SSA in future models. Regarding the light flux

in snow, we have explained above that it could be predicted

knowing snow scattering properties and absorption. Scatter-

ing is explained by snow physics, so that being able to predict

snow density, SSA and grain shape will allow the parame-

terization of scattering. Absorption at the photochemically

active wavelengths (UV and visible) is mostly due to de-

posited aerosols, whose amounts in snow depend on meteo-

rology, atmospheric composition, snow permeability and sur-

face structure. Therefore, coupling to an atmospheric model

treating aerosols appears mandatory if light fluxes in snow

are to be predicted with confidence.

The second difficulty is to be able to describe the com-

plex chemistry taking place in snow, and this is certainly

the toughest challenge. At present, we do not understand

where impurities are located in snow, so that writing the cor-

rect chemical reactions is for the most part a guessing game.

For example, in the photolysis reaction of the nitrate ion that

produces nitrogen oxides, is the nitrate ion present as a min-

eral salt in particles trapped in snow, as suggested by Beine et

al. (2006), or as a species dissolved in the quasi liquid layer

at the surface of snow grains, as proposed in many labora-

tory studies and inferred from some field studies (e.g. Beine

et al., 2002; Jacobi and Hilker, 2007)? The nitrate ion could

also be in triple junctions, as suggested here in the proposed

re-interpretation of the data of Jacobi and Hilker (2007).

From a wider point of view, the ultimate aim of any

physico-chemical snow model is to understand and predict

natural systems. Field measurements provide information

about the behaviour of the overall complex system. However,

as the predictive capability of field measurements is limited,

laboratory measurements which address the thermodynam-

ics and kinetics of individual processes are essential to un-

derstand the importance of specific processes, and hence to

build predictive models.

Clearly novel approaches that require close collaboration

between field, laboratory, and modeling studies are required

to determine the nature and location of reactants in natural

snow. Until a better understanding of these crucial aspects
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is reached, our progress in designing a predictive model of

snow photochemistry will be severely limited.
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